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JESrS AXD JCJIIX THE BAITIST
BV ROBERT P. RICHARDSON

0X1-^ of the most interesting- e[)iso(les in the hfe of Jesus of

Xazareth was his initiation into a rehgious career through the

influence of John the Baptist. L7p to the time of his contact with

the latter he who was to gain renown as the I'ro])hct of Xazareth,

and ultimately be enthrowned in the hearts of Christians as a ( iod,

was merely a humble artisan: a carftenter. ()f this there can be

no question, for Mark vi. 3 tells us that when in the course of his

evangelistic work Jesus came to his home town, Xazareth, the

town's folk, deriding his claim to speak as a religious authoritN',

said sneeringl}- : "Is not this the carj)enter ?"'
Justin Mart}r de-

scribes Jesus as a tcctoii, and informs us he made plows and ox

yokes. The statement of Mark, which biblical scholars agree was

that of the original narrative, was modified by Matthew who, e\i-

dently thinking it unseendy that the Messiah should e\'er have earned

his living by hard honest w(jrk, transmuted the comment of the

people of Xazareth into: "Is not this the carpenter's son?" It

is, of course, not imijrobable that in becoming a car])enter Jesus

was merely following in the footsteps of his father, and tradition

tells some marvellous tales of how Jesus, when but an infant, aided

in Joseph's carpentry work. One such story is that Joseph, filling

an order for a couch, six cubits long, sawed ofi: two lengths of

wood for the sides but made one too short and grieved over his

mistake. A\'hereupon the child Jesus seized hold of one end of

the plank and persuading his father to hold the other end, stretched

the wood to the requisite length. Xaturally we cannot accept this

tale, and we must likewise reject the story of how Jesus, while
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assisting a neighbor, Salem, the dyer, threw all the pieces to be

dyed into the same vat of dye and yet drew forth each cloth dyed

a different color and to precisely the shade desired by the customer.

And fortunately we can. by parity of reasoning, refuse to believe

that the boy Jesus struck his little playmates dead whenever they

crossed him, though a number of such deaths inflicted by the pet-

ulant progeny of God are recorded by the apocryphal gospels, gos-

pels which can hardly have been written by men with a lower stand-

ard of veracity than that of the authors and redactors of the can-

onical writings.

Joseph, whatever trade he may have followed, no longer figured

in the annals of the family when his son entered public life, and

we may reasonably assume that part of the earnings of Jesus the

carpenter w-ere devoted to the support of a widowed mother to

say nothing of several unmarried sisters. At all events, towards

his late twenties Jesus threw aside his carpenter's tools, left Naz-

areth, and became an itinerant evangelist. He "got religion" as

we would now say, through John the Baptist who was then stren-

uously carrying on a religious revival and immersing his converts

in the Jordan. This remarkable man, we are told was "clothed

with camel's hair and had a leathern girdle about his loins, and did

eat locusts and wild hone}." He "baptised in the wilderness and

preached the baptism of repentance unto remission of sins." Ac-

cording to Josephus, John admonished thie Jews to practice virtue

and justice towards one another and piety towards God. He gave

them to understand that baptism alone would avail them nothing,

that it could not in itself wash their sins away, but would be ac-

ceptable to God only if their souls had been cleansed beforehand

by righteousness. To baptise persons who were Jews by birth

was an innovation, the accepted doctrine being that this rite was

necessary only for proselytes from paganism, who were by bap-

tism admitted within the Jewish fold. The contention of John

that the Jews themselves were in as much need of baptism as the

pagan proselytes would naturally be controverted, and among the

audience of John were scoffers as well as seekers. It was evi-

dentl}- to the people on the scoffers' bench that he addressed the

words : "Ye offspring of vipers ! Who' hath warned you to flee

from the wrath to come!", though, as the scoffers were certainly

not there in obedience to any warning of this description, we could
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harcU}- go wrong in supposing what was reall_\- said to have been :

"Who can make you heed the warning of the wrath to come!" The

remaining words of the alleged address of John are more plausible.

Those who hung back from repentance and baptism on account of

their faith, that being of the Jewish race gave them sufficient merit

in the eves of God, might well have been told by John to "bring

forth fruits worthy of repentance, and begin not to say to your-

selves : 'We have Abraham to our father" for I sa\- unto you that

God is able of these stones to raise up children to Abraham", a

warning that if the Jews did not follow the dictates of God, as

voiced b\- John, the Deit}- might perhaps look elsewhere for a

"chosen people."

The work of John, it would seem, found scant s\-mi)athy among

the more cultured clas>es. The "chief priests and the scribes and

the elders" would not accept his teachings. Hut the common herd,

"the people", "the multitude", regarded him as a heaven-sent

prophet. And "there went out unto him all the countr\- of Judea,

and all they of Jerusalem, and the_\- were baptised of him in the

river Jordan confessing their .sins." It would seem that some of

his admirers regarded John the Ikiptist as Elijah sent back to earth

again; at all events this \ie\v was taken by Jesus of Xazareth as

we learn from Matthew, xi, 14 "this [John the liaptist] is Elijah"

and x\ii, 12-14 "I sa\- unto _\ ou that Elijah is come already and

the\' knew him not. . . . Then understood the disciples that he spoke

unto them of John the T.aptist." The fourth gospel (I, 21 ) how-

e\'er gives us to understand that John the P)aptist declined having

this honor thrust upon him, and when asked "Art thou Elijah?"

replied tiatly "I am not." Jesus and John are thus, according to

the lUble, in flagrant contradiction upon this point, and the ortho-

dox harmonizers have nexer succeeded in efl:'ecting a reconciliation.

John appears to ha\e laid down a fixed formula of prayer,

since Luke records that the origin of the Lord's Prayer was a re-

cjuest on the part of one of the disciples of Jesus: "Lord, teach

us to pra_\-, even as John also taught his disciples." Easting as

well as pra_\ing he enjoined, "The disciples of John fast often and

make supplications; likewise also the Pharisees." This however

failed to conciliate his enemies: "John the Baptist is come eating-

no bread nor drinking wine; and ye say he hath a devil" declared

Jesus. John urged his hearers to care for their impoverished fel-
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low citizens, saying "He that hath two coats, let him impart to him

that hath none : and he that hath food let him do likewise." He ad-

monished the tax collectors to exact no more than was due, and the

soldiers who came under his influence were told to do no violence

to an\- man, to accuse no one wrongfull}-, and to be content with

their lawful gains.

That the influence of John should extend to the very soldiers

of the government coukl not but arouse the anxiety of the authori-

ties. And the words attributes to John "Repent ye, for the king-

dom of heaven is at hand!" "Even now is the axe laid unto the

root of the trees; every tree therefore that bringeth not forth good

fruit is hewn down and cast into the fire" might easil}' be inter-

preted as a public declaration of John's intention to interfere with

the aft'airs of the government and force some much needed re-

forms. Add to this the fact that John was sometimes looked upon

as Elijah returned once more to Israel: Elijah, who it was be-

lie\ed would return to herald the restoration of the Jewish natif)n

to the independence and glory it possessed under David, and we

cannot be surprised to learn that the career of John the Baptist

was cut short by his arrest and execution at the order of Herod

Antipas, the ruler of Peraea and Galilee, who tradition says also

put to death John's father, Zacharias. Josephus gives the story as

follows: "r')ecause men flocked to him [John], for they took the

greatest pleasure in listening to his words, Herod took fright and

apprehended that his vast influence over people would lead to some

outbreak of rebellion, h'or it looked as if they would follow his

advice in all they did, and he came to the conclusion that far the

best course was, before an\- revolution was started b_\- him, to an-

ticij)ate it by destroying him : otherwise the upheaval would come

and plunge him into trouble and remorse. So John fell a victim

to Herod's suspicions, was bound and sent to the fortress of

Macherus. . . . and there put to death." One objection which has

been raised to this account is that Macherus, being either in the

possession of Aretas, the father in law of Herod Antipas and his

enemy or on the border between the domains of the two princes,

could hardly be a suitable place for the confinement of a dangerous

agitator. This argument however is based on the assumption that

Herod at first merely held John prisoner and only ultimatelv de-

cided to have him killed. An imprisonment of some length is in-
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deed a part of the gospel stor}-, but intrinsicall\- it is far more

probable that Herod, sending John to a remote spot where no local

commotion would be caused by his execution had him quickly put

to death. According to Mark. Herod "sent forth and laid hold on

lohn, and bound him in prison for the sake of Herodias, his brother

Philip's wife; for he had married her. Vov John said unto Herod:

it is n(jt lawful for thee to ha\"e thy brother's wife." We know

however from Josejjhus that Herodias was not the wife of the

tetrarch Philip but his mother in law. For she was originall}- m:>r-

ried to another -on of 1 lerod the (ireat (by Mariamme, daughter

of Simon) thus being before her divorce the wife of the half-

brother of Iderod Antipas, and it was Salome, the daughter of this

hrst marriage, who became the wife of I'hilii). To obx'iate this

difhcult\- and save the credit of the gospel authors the curie )us stand

has been taken that, since we ma_\- not suppose Mark and Matthcz^'

were in error, we must as>ume that Herod the (ireat had two sons

named IMiilip. And thir^ notwithstanding the fact that joseplnn

gives a list of the children of Herod the (ireat and onl\- one l'hili)>

appears among them ! At all events the gospel narrative goes on

to sa\' : ".\nd Herodias set herself against him [John] and desired

to k-ill him; and she could not; for Herod feared John, knowing

that he was a righteenis man and a h(3l_\-. and ke])t him safe." That

I lerod Antipas should either fear John on account of his holiness

or spare him on account of his righteousness is quite out of keeiv

ing with what we know of the character of this tetrarch, and Mat-

thei^' is more jjlausible in telling us that Herod hesitated to execute

John for the reason that he "feared the multitude, because the\-

counted him as a [n'ophet." In\-eigle(l on his l)irthda\- bv the danc-

ing of Salome into promising to give hi> stei:)-daughter whatever she

might ask, which proved to be the head of John the liaptist," 1 lerod

Antilas was, we are informed, "exceeding sorr\- but for the sake

of his oaths, and of them that sat at meat he did not reject her"

and had John speedily beheaded and his head brought on a charger

to Salome and her bloodthirsty mother who the gosi)els tell us had

instigated the whole atiair.

It is quite possible that John may have voiced his disapproval

of the domestic affairs of his sovereign, but as has alread\- been

shown, there were other ways in which he had gi\en umbrage to

the government. It is noteworth\- that all through the Xew Testa-
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ment there is in constant evidence a desperate endeavor to excul-

pate Jesus and all those connected with him of any suspicion of

opposition to the constituted authorities, and to such lengths is

this pushed that an impartial reader must have grave doubts

whether the stor_\- which makes Herodias and Salome responsible

for the killing of John may not have been fabricated out of the

whole cloth for the express purpose of obscuring the fact that

John the P>aptist was from the governmental point of view a danger-

ous incendiar\-. And this surmise is strengthened by the fact that

an_\one desiring to curr_\' favor with the Romans would find Hero-

dias an excellent scapegoat. In Roman annals she would appear

as an enemy of the imperial authorities, since it was Herodias who

incited her husband to those political intrigues that brought about

the deposition of Herod Antipas from his tetrarchy and his banish-

ment to (laul where he and Herodias passed the remainder of their

lives under the suspicious eyes of the Roman government.

The gospel writers would have us believe that John regarded

himself as a mere forerunner of a much greater prophet and was

continually impressing upon his hearers how subordinate his own

role was. He is quoted as having said : "There cometh after me he

that is mightier than I, the latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy

to stoop down and unloose. I baptised you with water; but he

shall baptise you with the Holy Ghost." ( Mark, i. 7-8 ). Even more

emphatic are the words cited by Motfhczc: "1 indeed baptise you

with water unto repentance; but he that cometh after me is mightier

than 1, whose shoes I am not worthy to bear; he shall baptise }OU

with the Holy Ghost and with tire ; whose fan is in his hand, and he

will thoroughly cleanse his threshing floor, and he will gather his

wheat into the garner, but the chaff will he burn up with unquench-

able tire."

It is obvious that this description of a Messiah who shall come,

fire in hand, to regenerate the world and bring about a Millenium

by separating the wheat of humanity from the chaff, by no means

tits the person of Jesus of Nazareth who instead of sitting in judg-

ment was given a place in the dock, and himself judged, condemned

and executed b}' the constituted authorities of Palestine. Orthodox

Christians hence have to regard the alleged statements of John

as predictions of what will happen at the long-deferred second com-

ing of Christ. The predicted "baptism with the Holy Ghost" is
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indeed supposed to have been realized, yet strangely enough not by

Jesus himself but by his apostolic successors ( see Acts xix 1-7, xi.

15-16). This baptism, effectuated by the Ia}-ing on of hands, was

marked by "prophesying"' and such charismatic gifts as "speaking

in tongues," exemplified in the doings of the famous da\- of Pente-

cost (see Acts, ii, 1-4). Certain Christians of the i)resent tlay claim

still to have at their command "bapti>m by the Holy Chost."' and

claim to duplicate at their ser\ices the speaking in tongues and other

marvellous doings of apostolic times, a claim that an unprejudiced

student of the subject must regard as by no means without founda-

tion.^ But the more conser\ative Christians of toda_\- are inclined

to disdain the alleged ministrations of the Hoi}- Gho>t and to stig-

matise those who accept them as "Iloly Rollers."

Xot onl\- is there difficulty in making the career of Jesus fit

into the alleged predictions of John: there is also good reason to

doubt whether the latter ever did make announcement of the im-

minent coming of a [Messiah or even of a prophet greater than him-

self. A cogent argument for this doubt can even be found in the

canonical gospels. For we are told that when after the execution

of John the Baptist the fame of Jesus began to spread, speculation

was rife as to his identity Yet at this juncture no one recalled

that a prediction had been made b_\- John of the impending coming

of a greater prophet. There were those indeed who regarded jesus

as Elijah or Jeremiah or another ancient prophet brought back

to earth once more, and others who regarded him as an entireK- new
prophet. r»ut none said he was the fulfilment of the announcements

of John the precursor. Some thought Jesus was John the B.aptist

himself come back to life, and according to Mark and MatfJiczc

even Herod Antipas, who was presumabl_\- well informed as to just

what John had been preaching, took this view, saving: "John whom
I beheaded is risen." And parenthetical!}- we ma\- remark that

the nonchalant way in Avhich certain persons in Palestine seem to

have accepted as credible the report that John, after being beheaded,

had come back to resume his preaching, shows of just what \-alue

even a wide-spread belief in the resurrection of Jesus would be

as evidence of it having actuall}- taken place.

John the Baptist, as w^e have seen, stressed in his preaching the

1 An account of what takes place in our own time under the alleged inspira-
tion of the Holy Ghost will be found in an article bv the present writer,
"Pentecostal Prophets" in The Of>cu Court for November. 1928.
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necessity of repentance, and unquestionably the state of mind of

those who heeded his words and submitted themselves to be bap-

tised was quite similar to that of a person who is "saved" at a mod-

ern religious rexival by coming forward at the call of the evangelist

to kneel before the altar and avow himself a miserable sinner. It

has alwa\s been a stumbling block for the orthodox Christians that

[esus, the Messiah, should have acquired a conviction of his own

sinfulness under the preachings of John the Baptist, and humbly

crept forward, proclaiming his repentance and begging for baptism.

And to obviate this the author of the Hisfoire dc saint Jeaii-Bdptisfc

attrihuee a Saint Marc rcvaur/cliste (published in Patrologia Oricn-

talis. Tome I\', Fasc. 5 ) tells how the angel Gabriel came to John

who was sojourning in the desert, and transmitted to him the com-

mand of God to leaxe this desolate region and go to inhabited i)arts

and baptise all who should come to repentance. "My own son"

the message said "will go to tind thee and be baptised by thee to

sanctify the water, and all who follow will be sanctified in it." The

Xazarene Gospel accordinc/ to tlie Hebrews narrates that the mother

of the Lord and his brothers said unto him. "John the r>aptist

baptiseth unto the remission of sins ; let us go and be baptised of

him."" Ihit he said unto them: "Wherein have I sinned that I

should go and be baptised of him unless perchance this ver\- thing

that I have said is a sin of ignorance?" h^inally however Jesus con-

sented to go, and the ceremon}- took place. "It came to pass that

when the Lord ascended out of the water that the whole fountain

\fons] of the Moly (jhost came dowai, rested over him and said

"M}- son, in all the pro])hets I awaited thee that thou shouldst come,

and I might rest upon thee. For thou art my resting place. Thou
art my first born son. Thou art king for evermore." Mark how-

ever merel}' sa\s that "It came to pass in those days that Jesus came

from Xazareth of (lalilee and was baptised of John in the Jordan.

And straightway coming out of the water he saw the heavens rent

asunder, and the Spirit as a dove descending upon him, and a voice

came out of the heavens, Thou art my beloved son, in thee am I

well pleased." Matthezv would have us believe that John recognized

his own unworthiness to baptise the man from Xazareth. "Then
cometh Jesus from Galilee to the Jordan unto John to be bap-

tised of him. But John would have hindered him, saying, I have

need to be baptised of thee, and cometh thou to me? But Jesus
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answering said unto him. Suffer it now. for thus it becometh to

fulfil all righteousness. Then he suft'ereth him." JoJui is still more

explicit and informs us that, at the baptism of Jesus, John the bap-

tist proclaimed that here was the one who would come after him

and baptise with the Holy Ghost, and testified that Jesus was the

"Son of God" and "the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of

the world." Indeed according to this fourth gospel, John the I'-ap-

tist came into the world for one sole purpose : to bear witness to

Jesus.

The alleged recognition by John of the Messianic rank of Je-us

at baptism is accepted without a question b_\- the more orthodox

Churchmen who do not even perceive how inconsistent thi.s is with

the stor_\- that later on, during the imprisonment of the I'aptist.

"when John heard in the i)rison the works of the Christ, he sent

by his disciples, and said unto him. Art thou he that cometh. or look

we for another?" We are told that in repl}' Je-us set forth his

claims to be recognized as "he that cometh" in no uncertain terms,

but without any reminder that the recognition had long ago been

given. We are given to understand that on this occasion a number

of publicans and other of the multitude who had pre\-ious]\- been

baptised with the baptism of John accepted Jesus as their ne\\-

leader. P.ut we are left in ignorance of the attitude finall\- taken

b}' John himself and his UK^re intimate disciples. To arrive at the

truth in this matter we must e\'identl\' look bevond the gospels that

the Church has edited and expurgated for the benefit of the faithful.

One extra-canonical source of information is aft'orded h\ the Rec-

ognitions and Honiilies that were erroneously attributed to Clement

of Rome. These Pseudo-Clementine writings are deri\-ed from cer-

tain heretical works that the Church thought fit to suppress, and

in them is a vivid picture of ardent disciples of John the P.aptist

who utterl}- den}- the supremacy of Jesus over their master and
debate the question with the apostles. Peter is here quoted as mak-
ing the accusation that certain Jews "being baptised bv John and
holding the word of truth received from the tradition of Aloses as

the key of the kingdom of heaven, have had it from the hearin-^-

of the people. Yea, some even of the disciples of John who seemed
to be great ones, have separated themselves from the people, and
proclaimed their own master as the Christ." It would seem that

in argument with the Christians the disciples of the Baptist were in
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the habit of making use of the celebrated saying of Jesus given by

Mattheiv xi. 11-12, [cf. Luke MI, 28) "Verily I say unto you.

Among them that are born of women there hath not arisen a greater

than John the Baptist." For Peter narrates that in one of the con-

troversies that took place after the death of Christ "Behold one

of the disciples of John asserted that John was the Christ, and not

Jesus, inasmuch as Jesus himself declared that John was greater

than all men and all prophets. 'If then,' said he, 'he is greater than

all, he must be held to be greater than ^^loses and than Jesus him-

self. But if he be the greatest of all, then must he be the Christ.'

To this Simon the Canaanite, answering asserted that John was in-

deed greater than all the prophets, and all who are born of women,

yet that he is not greater than the Son of Man."- Accordingly Jesus

is also the Christ, whereas John is only a prophet." Evidently the

answer of Simon does not meet the argument at all unless he be un-

derstood to take the ground that Jesus was not born of a woman,

a doctrine that was in fact held by the Docetists who contended that

the bod\- of Jesus instead of being flesh and blood was a phantom

and thus his apparent birth from ]\Iary was merely an illusion. l)Ut

the Christians who would take this position were very few, and evi-

dently it involves rejecting the authenticity of much of the accepted

gospels.' The sa\ing of Jesus concerning John the I>aptist is very

probabl}- authentic since none of his followers would willingly have

put it in the mouth of the Master. But it may very well have been

detached from its original context and put in absurd juxtaposition

to an account of Jesus making claim of superior rank for himself.

In all probabilit}- the statement belongs to an earlier stage in the

career of the I'rophet of Xazareth when he had not yet acquired

a Messianic consciousness and had no thought of ranking himself

above the man whose eloquence had brought him to repent of his

sins and had turned his thoughts towards religion.

Evidently the significance of the passage in the Pseudo-Clemen-

tines is not dependent on any theory as to the authenticity of what it

relates. Be the story true or false we may be certain that he who
wrote it was not setting up a man of straw as opponent of Christi-

anity, and that at the time it was penned there must have been very

much in evidence a body of believers who upheld the claims of John

the I^aptist while denying those of Jesus. And as a matter of fact

- The whole argument shows that what Jesus really said was : "Among
them that have been born of women the greatest is John the Baptist."
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such a religious body exists even at the present day in the Sabians

I I'aptists I more commonly known as ^Nlandaeans (that is. Gnostics

or those good at knowing) of [Mesopotamia. Adherents of this in-

teresting faith are to be found particularl)- on the lower Euphrates

and Tigress, but a small colony exists in almost every town except

])robabl\' the Holy Cities of the Shiah Mohammedans, Xejef and

Kerbela. It wa^ roughly estimated in 1924 that their numbers to-

talled about ten thousand. Formerly they were however much

more numerous, and it is said that when ^lesopotamia was under

Abbasid rule the Mandaeans had there four hundred places of wor-

ship. The\' are generall}- artiticers or tradesmen, skillful and hard-

working, and almost monopolize the making of the iiiashhiifs or shal-

low bitumen-coated boats used on the marshes of the Tigress and

Euphrates. The workers in silver and gold of a Mesopotamian

tovv-n will frecjuently be found to be ^Mandaeans, and they are re-

puted to turn out \-er_\- artistic wares. I'h^sically they are a tall

well-built race and their women are usually handsome. In Saq-esh-

Shuxukh the}' have a temple through which courses a rivulet, but

edifices are not essential in their religion which merel\- requires

easv access to running water. With some of them bathing or "bap-

tism" is practiced as a religious rite in the morning and evening of

each day, while all of them "baptise" ever}- Sunda}- and ever}- feast

da}- and the da}- preceding. Their religion tends not onl\- to cleanli-

ness of bod}- but also to that of food, the proper washing of which

is enjoined upon the faithful. The Mandaean religious literature

is in an Aramaic dialect which developed in lower P>ab\lonia, but

the kjcal Arabic is what is usuall}- spoken b\- the members of the

sect.

While the Mandaeans exalt John the Uaptist as their jirophet,

there is reason to believe that their religious lineage should not be

traced to him alone. Distinctly Gnostic elements enter into their

cosmology which is based upon the idea of creation b}- emanations.

Persian dualism, somewhat on the order of Alanichaeism is also in

evidence in IMandaean theolog}-. The IMandaeans keep Sunda\ as

their day of rest, and there is no indication in their literature that

the}- ever kept the Jewish Sabbath or practiced circumcision. Thev
regard Moses as a false prophet, and contend that in his day the de-

positaries of true religion were the Egyptians. Thev have been

persecuted from time to time, alike bv Jews, Xestorian Christians
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armed with the authority of the Sasanian monarchs, by Moham-

medans and in modern times even f)y Roman Cathohc missionaries.

These Jesuits of I'ortugese nationahty, setthng at IJasra in the

sixteenth century, classed the Mandaeans as "Christians of Saint

John"—as descendants of the "Christians" baptised only with the

"baptism of John"—and succeeded in getting the local pasha t(j

adopt this view of their proper spiritual allegiance. The Man-

daeans were, in consequence, ordered by the authorities to attend the

Roman Catholic religious services or incur punishment by hues

or bodily penalties. It is hence not surprising that a feeling of bit-

terness towards Christianity should be evinced in Mandaean litera-

ture, and that one maxim of the faith should be: "When he [jesus|

comi)els \ou to sa\' : 'We are thine,' acknowledge him not in \our

hearts, and den\' not the word of \our Lord, the exalted King of

Light. Vor hidden things are not kncnvn to the Lying Messiah."

To these ])0()r victims of "Christian" j^ersecution Christ appeared in

the light of a merciless liend and to comfort the suiferers in their

afflictions the exhortation was given out: "If he o])i)resses \ou and

kills some of you, do not despair. He can kill onl\- \our bodies,

and your souls will dwell in the world of light, lie \e not terrified,

despair not, and have no fear of Christ." It would, however, be a

mistake to assume that the later feelings of the Mendaeans towards

Christianity and its founder necessarily existed from the verv be-

ginning. Antagonism between those who fell awav from the IJaptist

fold to follow Christ and those who remained true to the faith of

John there must have been. Hut the bitter animosity shown in the

^landaean writings towards the Christian faith is probablv largely

a later growth.

The Mandaean tradition of the career of John the Haptist is

])reserved in the Sidra d'Yahya or Book of John.^ In this, as in the

''• Also called The Discourses of the [Celestial] Kings. A German transla-
tion : Das Johanncsbuch der Mandaecr by Mark Lidzbarski, was published in

1915. Portions of this were translated into English by G. R. S. Mead and
published in The Quest, V.15, and later in book form as the Sidra d'Vahya.
the Gnostic John the Bapfiser, selections from the Mandaean John Book (Lon-
don, 1924). In 1925 appeared the translation of another important work
edited by Lidzbarski : Gin;:a. der Schat:: oder das Grossc Bitch der Mandaecr.
In this also John appears on the scene, but we seek in vain in the Mandaean
literature for a coherent story of the career of John the Baptist. These books
tell us, not the history of John the Baptist, but rather the sentiments of his

followers. Nothing is to be found about any arrest or execution of John.
He dies, apparently in the ordinary way, and his soul ascends to heaven under
the guidance of the Manda d'Hayye. i.e. the Gnosis of Life, or Life-giving
Knowledge.
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j^ospel story, the parents of John. Zacharias ( Zakhria ) and Eliza-

beth (Enishhai), are said to have been highly advanced in years

at the time of his birth, the former, often referred to in the tale

as "Old Eather," being ninety-nine and the latter eighty-eight, these

nominal figures, probabl}' having some symbolic significance. Pre-

ceding the birth of John a portentuous dream announced that some

remarkable e\cnt is to take place. In the dream a star appeared

and stood o\er I'dizabeth. three hea\enly lights fiickered around Old

h'ather Zacharias, fire bur-^t out oi the sx'nagogue, smoke poured

out of the tem])le. The sun was ecli{)sed, the earth quaked and a

star fell to earth in Jerusalem. The sun shone b_\- night and the

moon aj)i)carcd by daw The priest who had this dream hurried

to the temide to announce that some dire calamity threatened Juda-

ism, "lie opened his mouth in blasphem_\- and his lips in l_\'ing," the

chronicle says. When the other priests heard hini they threw du:^t

on their heads and wept, and Elizar, the High Priest, sought far

and wide an interpreter of the dream. The ordinar\- i)riestl\- inter-

]ireters of dreams could make nothing of this one, but finalp- an inter-

preter w as found who rose to the occasion and exi)Ounded the dream

as follows: "\\'(je untcj }ou, all ye priests, for Elizabeth shall bear

a child. W oe unto _\'0u, }e rabbis, for a child shall be born in Jeru-

salem. Woe unto _\ou, _\e scribes, for Elizabeth shall bear a child.

\\'(je unto thee. Mistress Ttjrah [the Eaw) for John shall be born in

Jerusalem." The Mandaeans. in fact, hold that John the liaptist

was b_\- no means an admirer of the puerilities of the Jewish Eaw,

and had found in (inosticism a much better path for his followers to

tread.

Alarmed l)y the prediction that "John shall take posse^sion of

the Jordan and l)e called a prophet in Jerusalem," Elizar turned

to Zacharias and said: "Old Eather, depart from Judea, lest \ou

cause strife in Jerusalem." In reply Zacharias denounced the stu-

pidity of those who imagined a man of his age could become a

father, and wound up b\- saying: "It is twent_\-two \ears toda\

since I ha\e known woman. Not through me, not through Elizabeth,

could a child be born !" He then left the temple, and as he walked

awa\' unearthly lights were seen ho\ering around "Old Eather Zach-

aria>" which confirmed the fears of the High Priest. In consequence

the Jews were "filled with wicked anger" against Elizabeth and said

to one another: "What weapon shall we make readv that the com-
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ing one and his mother may be slain by our hands?" But their evil

schemes were foiled by Enoch who, shortly after the birth of John,

spirited away the babe and took it to Mount Parwan "on which

sucklings and little children are reared on holy drink."

The Alandaean story of the baptism of Jesus is quite different

from that of the Christian gospels. According to the former Jesus

came to John and said : "John baptise me with thy baptism and

utter over me the Xame thy wont is to utter. If I distinguish my-

self as thy pupil I will remember thee in my writings. If I attest

myself not as thy pupil, then wipe out my name from thy page."

John, the story goes, was reluctant to baptise Jesus, the "liar" or

"imposter" as the latter is usually termed by the Alandaeans. "Stink-

ing fish is not a tasty morsel," he bluntly remarked. But Jesus

urged him again and again, and finally a mandate came from heaven

:

"John, baptise the liar in the Jordan." And John proceeded to do

so. The Holy Ghost which the Christians claim descended upon

Jesus on this occasion duly puts in an appearance in the Alandaean

storv, bringing a cross, and causes a magnificent color display to

appear on the waters of the Jordan. By Alandaeans the Holy Ghost

is regarded as female and identified with Ruha, the mother of all

evil spirits, her first born being Ur, the devil of Mandaean theology,

who serves as sire for the rest of her offspring. It is interesting to

note the parallelism between the Alandaean view of the Holy Ghost

as feminine and that of certain heretical Christian writings which

likewise make the Hoi}- Ghost a female and describe her as the

mother of Jesus. In Alandaean cosmolog\- Ruha with her son

Ur is depicted as dwelling on the surface of a watery expan^e that

preexisted at the beginning of creation, and it has been heM that

we may correlate Ruha with the female "spirit of God," which

Genesis, I, 2, tells us was "brooding upon the face of the waters,"

and Ur with the light produced in one of the ver}- first acts of crea-

tion in the Genesis story.

The Alandaeans claim that Jesus learned wisdom from John and

then so distorted the teachings he had received as to nullifx and

falsify the revelations heaven had given to the Baptist. The frag-

ments which the Xew Testament give us of the sayings of John

and the recorded sayings of Jesus are indeed of much the same

order, and its is probable that a large part of what Jesus taught

was based on the teachings of John, just as today we find one evan-
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gelist after another reiterating the thoughts of his predecessors.

even the phraseology tending to become stereotyped. As to a d"s-

tortion of the doctrines of John, that is another matter, and the blame

for this should probably be cast on the "Christians" who, giving

lip-service to Jesus have continually nullitied and falsified the teach-

ings of their own master.

In one passage Ruha is depicted as boasting of what she has ac-

complished in the wa_\- of deforming the rites which John imparted

to Jesus and by implication the pure spiritual doctrines for which

the_\- stood. "The Jordan in which the Lying Messiah was baj)-

tised have I made into a font. The bread which he received have I

made into a sacrament. The drink which he received have I made

into a supper. The head-band which the Lying ]\Iessiah recei\ed

have I made into a priest's hood. The stall which the L\ing [Mes-

siah received have I made into a dung stick [crozier]."' The thought

here would seem to be that John, besides baptising his disciples,

gave them bread and drink, put bands around their foreheads and

stalls in their hands, and that his simple symbolism was in the Chris-

tion Church replaced by elaborate ecclesiastical mumnier\-, the teach-

ings which the ceremonies of John served to enforce meeting a

like fate.

. The Mandaean view of religion is quite dillerent from that of

Judaism and Christianity, its deviation being all for the good. The
Hebrew doctrine of the Fall, in which knowledge is described as a

forbidden fruit, is quite alien to the Gnostic thought that true re-

ligion begins when man acquires knowledge of good and e\-il. of

truth and error. The blood}- sacrifices of the Jews in the temple,

the cutting the throats of poor helpless animals as an act pleasing

to Cod, is given no condemnation in the Xew Testament ; neither

Jesus nor his apostles, nor Paul, nor the latter"s disciples have ever

a word to say against this beastly practice. The more moral Man-
daeans, however, proudly boasted of their God, the King of Light,

that "no victims are sacrificed before him." The Christian view

that this world can ne\er be anything but a vale of tears, a stage

in existence which ought to be devoted to mortifxing the fiesh and
preparing for death, is rejected by the healthy minded Mandaeans
who do not even practice the fasting which the Christian scriptures

attribute to John the Baptist. Into the follies of asceticism the

]\Iandaeans thus do not fall, and thev roundlv denounced the celibacx
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SO highlv extolled b\' the early Christians. According to their tradi-

tion John the Baptist ^aid : "It would be pleasant to take a wife

and delightful to have children," but for a time feared that if he

had a family he might neglect his religious duties and forget the

Lord. But this error was corrected by a message from heaven:

"lohn, take a wife and found a family, and see that thou dost not

let the world come to an end." As the Christian advocacy of per-

petual virginitx- worked out it tended to make the kind and gentle,

the thoughtful and the altruistic, pass away without leaving any

progenv, the care of propagating the next generation being left to

the least worth\- specimens of the humanity, and no words are suffi-

ciently strong to use in stigmatising this system and the false

prophets who upheld it. And since the Mandaeans held Jesus re-

sponsible for the official doctrines of the so-called Christian Church

we can understand wh\- they put into the mouth of John addressing

lesus the words: "Thou hast lied to the Jews and deceived the

priests. Thou hast cut off their seed from the men, and from the

women bearing and being pregnant." Coming in contact with Chris-

tians the ]\Iandaeans saw them worshipping a wooden cross, and this

idolatrx- found no favor in their eyes. An eloquent passage well

exhibits their sentiments. "Let me warn you, my brothers! Let

me warn vou, m\- beloved! Let me warn you of the God wdiich the

carpenter has joinered together. They [the Christians] la_\- it on the

wall and then stand there and bow down before the block. If the

carpenter has joinered together the God, who then has joinered

together the carpenter?" The ^^landaeans developed a theology

more inspiring than either cross worship or Jewish monotheism.

Too moral to take the position that "whatever is, is right," the only

logical standpoint of anyone who believes in a single omnipotent

God, thev held to a lofty dualism which refused to ascribe to the

God they worshipped the manifest evils which lay before their e\es.

In nature the\' saw two supernatural kings, one to hate and oppose,

the other to love and support. The King of this world "girt on a

sword," thev said, "and put on a crown of Darkness. A crown of

Darkness he put on his head and took a sword in his right hand.

A sword he took in his right hand ; he stands there and slaughters

his sons, and his sons slaughter one another. The King from out-

side the worlds set a crown of Light on his head. A crown of Light

set he on his head, and took Truth in his hand. Truth in his right
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hand he took, and he stands there and instructs his sons. He stands

there and instructs his sons, and his sons instruct one another."

Just how far the earl\' followers of John the Baptist advanced

in their spiritual progress up from Judaism we have no means of

ascertaining. We do know, however, that the hand of the persecutor

fell heavily upon them. The Jewish authorities vowed "We will

slav them and make Miryai scorned in Jerusalem." "^lirxai" being

the poetic personification of the religious body composed of the

Jewish followers of John. And carrying out their threat "They

split open their fellings and snared the doves in Jerusalem," i.e.

thev killed and imprisoned those who were taking part in the move-

ment for reform. In consequence, forced to flee from their perse-

cutors, the little flock emigrated to Mesopotamia where there now

seems to have taken place an amalgamation with a larger body of

religionists of somewhat similar sentiments from whom part of the

Mandaeans doctrines ma\- have been derived. Here for some time

they found peace: "Mir\-ai am I, a vine, a tree at the mouth of the

Euphrates. The leaves of the tree are precious stones. The fruit

of the tree is pearls. Blessed be the man who hath freed me from

my fetters and planted me here. ]\Iiryai am I, a daughter of the

King of Babel, a daughter of the mighty ruler of Jerusalem. The

Jews bore me. The priests brought me up. ]\Iy father went to the

synagogue; my mother went to the [Jewish] temple. The\- charged

me: Aliryai, close thy inner door and bolt the bar. See that thou

goest not forth unto the street.' But I, Aliryai, heeded not what

my mother did tell me, and barkened not to what my father did

say. I opened the inner doors and the outer let I stand open. Out

went I into the street and the sun of my Lord fell upon me. I

would have gone to the synagogue, but my steps led me to the

[^landaean] Temple. I went in and found my brothers and sisters."

Lidzbarski holds that ^landaeanism originated either in a heretical

Jewish sect or in a Judaizing heathen community in or close to

Palestine at an early date, and he even conjectures that it ma\' have

been transplanted to Mesopotamia before the downfall of the Jew-
ish kingdom. In view of the various far-fetched theories that have

been put forth concerning the lost tribes of Israel it is surprising

that no one has as yet claimed this distinction for the original Man-
daeans.
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Of more importance, however, is the probable connection be-

tween the Essenes described by Josephus and the Mandaeans. These

Essenes who subsequent!}' disappear from the annals of Judaism

leaving not the slightest trace of what became of them, already,

in the time of Josephus, had a reverence for the sun, or the light

streaming from it, cognate to the Alandaean worship of the King

of Light. The\- practiced daily bathing in cold water as a religious

duty, and in their general cleanliness and mode of life showed dis-

tinct Mandaean tendencies. It is true they were inclined to ascetic-

ism, just as John the Baptist himself (if we can rely on the New

Testament account ) was inclined to favor fasting. Lkit subsequent

generations of the same people might easily have outgrown this

ten(lenc\-. In fact even in the da}'s of Josephus, growth away from

asceticism was manifest. He tells us: "There is yet another order

of Essenes, which while at one with the rest in its mode of life,

customs, and regulations, differs from them in its views on marriage.

Thev think that those who decline to marr_\- cut off the chief function

of life, the propagation of the race, and what is more, that, were

all to adopt the same view, the whole race would very quickly die

out." The view of these more advanced Essenes thus parallels the

heavenly correction of John's original view concerning marriage as

told in the Alandaean tradition. It seems highly probable that most

of the Essenes were ultimately drawn into the Mandaean movement,

and their consequent emigration to Mesopotamia affords a good

explanation of the disappearance of this sect from Jewish history.

Some authorities find traces of Mandaeanism in the references

made to "the Hemerobaptists" ( i.e. those who baptise dail}- ) by the

early Christian writers. An example of such references is the fol-

lowing pasage from the Pseudo-Clementine Constitutions of tJic

Holy Apostles. "For even the Jewish nation had wicked heresies:

for of them were the Sadducees and the Pharisees and

the Masbotheans and the Hemerobaptists, who every day,

unless they wash do not eat,—nay and unless they cleanse their beds

and tables and platters and cups and seats, do not make use of any

of them."^ Comparison of the passage with the account of Jewish

4 To appreciate the implied reproach here we mu.st remember that the
orthodox "Christians" of the time actualh- cherished filthiness as a virtue, and
that when an ecclesiastical historian wished to bestow especial praise on some
holy man he told his readers that the saint never took a bath from the day of

his baptism to that of his death.
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sects gi\en b}' josephus shows, however, these "llemerobaptists"

ouoiit to he identified with the Rssenes rather than with the Man-

daeans, if indeed at this hiter time there really remained any dis-

tinction between the two.

Ultimately, it seems, oxertures were made b_\- the Jerusalem

jjriests for a reconciliation with Judaism. Ih'iests came to the mouth

of the Euphrates to plead with Miryai. Thev appealed to her:

'Lea\e the man who is not of th\' dwelling place." Ihit she replied :

"(lo! Go hence, ye who have bore false witness and lied about me."'

fn Judaism, said Miryai, "there is naught for supporting the poor,

naught to re\i\-e the tormented souls." Taunts were tried: "Look

at ]\Iir\ail She has left Je\\'r\- and gone to make love with her

Lord!" Ihit Miryai replied: "Var be it frcMii me to love him whom
T ha\'e learned to hate ! Far be it from me to hate him whom T

ha\e come to lo\e ! i-'ar be it from me to hate my Lord, the Life-

gix'ing Knowledge, who is for me a helper and a guide from th?

region of darkness to the region of light! Dust hi the mouths oi"

the Jews! .Vshes in the mouths of all priest.-^! ThfMi hast won
the \ictor\- Life-gi\ing Knowledge and hath helped all tin- friends

to \ictor\- ! .\nd life is victorious!"



HERDER AND THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION
BY BIRGER R. HEADSTROM

HA\TXG mentioned in an earlier paper^ that Herder, more or

less, g^rasped the point of view which we now know as Dar-

winism, how near he actually did come to our modern views on

evolution can be seen from an examination of the first part of his

Ideas for the Philosophy of the History of ^lankind, generally

known as the Ideen, and its comparison with the Origin of Species.

After beginning with tine position of the earth in the universe

of the stars, followed by some chapters on its crust, its formation,

the influence of its atmosphere, and the revokitions through which

it had to pass before man could make his appearance. Herder con-

tinues by tracing the various forms of life, from the lichen up to

man, in the order in which he supposed they were produced, to

finally enunciate what might be considered as the text of his book

:

"Thus has Nature produced the greatest variety out of a simplicity

in endless progression" ; and to illustrate this unity of creation he

employs practically every branch of organic natural science, geol-

ogy, botany,- comparative anatomy, reproduction, and embryology,

as well as "that strange uniformity or typical form (Hauptform)

which is in force through vast numbers of distinct species and is

the foundation of the great generic distinctions," of w4iich Darwin

says : "This truly wonderful fact the wonder of which we are apt

to overlook from familiarity." While, moreover, "If species had

been independently created no explanation would have been pos-

sible of this kind of classification."^

1 "The Scientism of Goethe," The Open Court, August, 1927.

- See Part 1, book ii. chap. 2, for his account of the fertilization of plants

and uniformity of generation; book iii. chap. 4, for his suggestion of the possi-

bility of a sensitive system in plants.

3 Origin of Species (6th edition), p. 104; cf. book ii. chap. 4.
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But interesting as his views on the uniformity of nature may be,

we are rather concerned, however, with the manner in which he

traces and accounts for the boundless variety that has arisen out

of this uniformity, in short, for the origin of species. That he,

at all, recognized the difficulty of the origin of species seems, in

the first place, remarkable in view of the state of scientific knowledge

at his time, even though it occurred to him in somewhat this form

:

'\\'hy did the creative mother separate species from each other?

For no other reason, but to make and preserve the image of their

conformation more perfect. We know not how many of our pres-

ent species of animals may have approached nearer to each other

in an earlier age of our Earth ; but we see, that their boundaries

are now genetically separated," that is, as he explains, they breed

true, or the hybrids are wholly or partially sterile."*

It was this difficulty that led him to suppose that "new forms

arise no more, for wdien the door of creation w^as shut, the forms

of organization already chosen remained as appointed ways and

gates bv which the inferior powers might in future raise and im-

prove themselves within the limits of nature," an assumption which,

happil}-, he does not consistently maintain."' And in trying to estab-

lish laws which are as operative now as when life first appeared, he

disposes to the view, like so many naturalists of the past century,

that climate has exerted a profound influence in determining the

laws and variations among the lower animals as well as among the

tribes of men, saying, "Thus do all animals vary; and shall not man,

who is also in the structure of his nerves and muscles an animal,

change with the climate? According to the analogy of nature, it

would be a miracle, did he remain unchanged. "**

To this theor)- may also be regarded as a part what he calls

"the chains with which Nature binds us from our infancy to our

countr}-, manners, language, and possessions" ;^ and from such pas-

sages, which occur throughout the book, the law of adaptation to

environment can be deduced, in illustration of which we may con-

sider the following sentences : "The bird flies in the air : everv

deviation of its figure from the structure of the quadruped is ex-

1 Book vii. chap. 4, end ; cf . Origin of Species, chap. 9.

^' Book V. chap. 3.

•j Book ii, chap. 3, and throughout the second part of the work ; contrast

with Origin of Species, pp. 43-112, etc.

^ Book i. chap. 4.
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plicable from its element. The fish swims in the water : its Hmbs

have few articulations. But when, as in the manatee, it touches

the earth, its forefeet at least are set free, and the female acquires

breasts Thus from the slime of the worms, from the calcareous

abode of the shell-fish, from the web of the insects, a better limbed

and superior organization gradually rises And thus it is anat-

omically and physiologically true, that the analogy of one organiza-

tion prevails through the whole animated creation of our Globe. "^

Again in ex[)laining the gradual development of the brain from

the end of the spinal cord, and of the senses, as well as of the

special sense organs which characterize certain species," he employs

this same method ; but had he only been able to explain the ultimate

law of this development, in short, the necessity of variety of an

organ, before the advantageous change occurred, which, b\- its

serviceableness, was grasped and developed by natural selection it is

possible that he m." have been able to have given us a complete

theorw As it is, however, he omits the active cause of develoi)ment.

though in some passages he comes near to it, as, for example, where

he discusses the law of persistence and the struggle of each s]iecies

and individual to persevere. And though it is the struggle for exis-

tence which changed the law of persistence into one of (levek)])ment,

unfortunately Herder did not quite comprehend the means by which

the change is eflfected.

"Self-preservation," as he sa\s, "is the first object of every

existing being: from the grain of sand to the solar orb ever\thing

strives, to remain what it is."'^" And in the absence of struggle or

competition this law of persistence suffices, and there is no develop-

ment for "the less a nation is pressed upon, the truer it must remain

to its rude and simple wa}- of life, and the more pure must it pre-

serve its original form."^^ However, such cases are rare, for:

"Nothing in nature stands still; everything exerts itself, and ])ushes

on. Could we contemplate the first periods of creation, and see how
one kingdom of nature was erected on another; w^hat a series of

powers urging onward would be displayed progressivel\- unfolding

^ Book ii. chap. 4.

9 Book vi. chap. 1, middle: of. Or'ujin of Species, pp. 150-164. "UtiHtarian

Doctrine;" and pp. 108-112, and 397, for sirn\vth of organs by use.

1" Book viii. chap. 4.

11 Book vi. chap. 1, end. Herder's liints at this important law in several

places; cf. Origin of Species, pp. 82, 83, for the persistence of anomalous forms,
e.g. the Ornithorhynchus.
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themselves."^- Ikit in this struggle, "millions of creatures have per-

ished: what ever could preser\e itself abides and, still, after the

lapse of thousands of _\ears, remains in great harmonious order.
^•''

. . . In short, every species extends its possession of the Earth

in proportion to its capacity, cunning, strength, or courage. Each

strives with each, as each is pressed ujxjn ; each must provide for

his (n\-n substance, and defend his own life. lUit why acts Xature

thus?" he asks, "and why does she thus jostle her creatures one

upon another^ r>ecause she would produce the greatest number

and variet}' of living beings in the least space, so that one crushes

another, and an eciuilibrium of powers can alone produce peace in

creation, h^ach species cares for itself, as if it were the only one in

existence; but by its side stands another, which confines it within

due bounds: and in this adjustment of oj)posing species creative

Xature found the onl\ means of maintaining the whole.

1 concern myself not, therefore, whether whole species of animals

have perished from the face of the Earth. Has the mammoth dis-

appeared? so have giants; when these existed, the relations between

the several creatures were different : as things at present are, we
perceixe an evident equilibrium, not only over the whole Earth, but

in ])articular regions and countries. "^^

That Herder regards each special organ, or the adaptation as a

whole, as having been designed, or developed, simply for the preser-

\ation of the particular species in its struggle for existence, and not

for the l>eneht of any other, nor for man, who is but "a fraction of

the whole."'-'' seems rather clear, although he, unhappilv, depends

too much on climate as the tirst causes of variety, even though he

does admit that "climate is a chaos of causes, very dissimilar to

each other, and in consequence acting slowl\- and in various wa\s.

till at length they penetrate to the internal parts and change them b\-

habit, and by the genetic power itself," (or heredity).^" And though

he allows that species are capable of wide variation within their own
limits, he does not go so far as to presume that one species can de-

velop into another ; in addition to which we must mention the power
of inheritance," especially important to him for his theories of the

1- Book V. chap. 3.

13 Book XV. chap. 2.

1^ Book ii. chap. 3.

15 Book iii. chap. 5.

K' Book vii. chap. 5.

1''' Particuarly book vii. end of chap. 4.
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laws of reproduction and generation—that "eternal wonder of

wonders ;" and so much does it appeal to him that he suggests in-

heritance as a solution to the old question of innate ideas/^ a view

which later found general support.^"

From these principles. Herder arrives to the conclusion that

advance in organization implies differentiation of structure in the

organic being, a deduction which is singularly agreeable with our

present views. Saying that the mouth is what first distinguishes

animals from plants, he traces points of differentiation in polyps,

worms, and birds, to observe that "the higher we ascend the more

complicated are the parts ;"-'^ and similarly with the difference in

sex, "the more complicated the internal organization of a creature,

the more we perceive its capacity for conceiving and producing liv-

ing beings," a principle which he follows in a similar manner from

the plants that are wholly or partially hermaphroditic, through those

with distinct sexes, the fish, birds, etc., up to the higher animals.-^

He also offers, as further evidence for the same law, the sensitive

divisions and the many complications of the nervous system in those

animals which are considered to come nearest to reason,^- as well as

the instincts of, for example, spiders and bees, which he presumes

become more complex and more difficult to acquire with a rise in the

scale of organization.-'^ He even applies this physiological division

of labour to the history of society, saying in part : "Alan is the most

perfect of earthly creatures, only because in him the finest organic

powers we know act with the most elaborately organized instru-

ments."-^

That Herder did not fully grasp the significance of his theory

is clearly evident from his frequent deviations, and the man}- con-

tradictions which his work contains, as for instance, despite what

he has said on development we might assume from certain passages

that the various degrees of development came suddenly and sponta-

neously into being, instead of being developed b}- a gradual proc-

1*^ Book viii. chap. ii. 5.

19 Book vii. chap. 4 ; cf . Law of Correlated Variations, Oric/iii of Species.

pp. 114-115.

20 Book iii. chap. 1 ; cf. Orif/in of Species, pp. 89, 97-100.

21 Book iii. chap. 1, end; cf. Origin of Species, pp. 76-78.

22 Book iii. chap. 2, end.

23 Book iii. chap. 4 ; cf . Origin of Species, pp. 205-207.

24 Book vii. chap. 4.
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ess.-'' Likewise, he entertains the teleological view that the elephant,

the hon, and man. for example, were all endowed with special organs

for detinite purposes,-'^ an error which is not so surprising as even

the Origin of Species was at first viewed as a proof of teleologw

Finally, he often fails to appreciate the full value of the universal

struggle for existence, though at times he clearly recognizes it to

be necessary for his theory, as without it development is not possible.

That such confusion is apt to lead one to depreciate the value of

the book cannot be gainsaid, yet anyone who is familiar with the

conditions of natural science at his time, and the difficulties under

which he labored, can fail to appreciate, in spite of all his omissions,

the method by which he builds, nor the nearness with which

he approaches our present-day theories. That he did not go further

is because the world was not ready to receive the principle which we
have come to know as Darwinism. Xor was he in a position to

gather that vast mass of evidence which made the strength of

Darwin "as calm and irresistable as the movement of a glacier."

Yet. at any rate, the fact that he at least recognized the point of

view which later became the foundation of our laws of evolution and

natural selection seems to us to entitle him to a place in the historv

of biological science.

-•'' Book X. chap. 2.

-*-^ Book iii. chap. 3.



DIABOLUS SnilA DEI
BY MAXIMILIAN RUDWIN

THE Devil is represented in Christian theology as a duplicate of

the Deity. The Fiend in hell has been set up by the Church

fathers as a foil to the Father in heaven. Lucifer has been limned

by the Catholic Schoolmen after the Lord. The Adversar\-, in

waging war against the Almighty, is understood to copy all of his

acts and attributes. Popular tradition, moreover, asserts that the

Devil, impotent to do anything original, has set his heart on aping

everything created by the Deit\ . In Immermann's drama, Merlin

(1832), Satan complains: "Dass mis nichts hleibt als nachzuaffcn"

( That nothing but imitating is left to us ) ( Prologue, 199 ).

The similarities between pagan and Christian belief and ritual

were explained b\' the Church fathers as diabolical travesties of

divine truths. When the earl}- Christian missionaries discovered

that the heathen rites and observances were identical with their own,

they could explain the fact only by assuming that the Devil, in his

elTorts to pervert the truth, mimicked the exact details of the sacra-

ments of the Lord in the mysteries of the idols. The doctors of the

Church postulated the belief that, long before the advent of Christi-

anity, Satan had put Christian ideas into the heads of the pagans in

order to confound the faithful. The Church fathers assumed that,

by overhearing the words of the inspired prophets, the Adversary

had learned the intentions of the Almighty and had anticipated them

b\- a series of blasphemous imitations (Justin Martyr: Apologia

i. 54). From the identity of ]\Iithraic and Judaic baptismal rites.

Tertullian was led to declare that "Satan imitates the sacraments of

God" and "goes about to apply to the worship of the idols those

very things of which the administration of Christ's sacraments con-
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sists."' Referrinf^ to the Alithraic eucharist, Justin ^hirtyr also

maintained that Satan had plagiarized this ceremony, causing the

worshippers of Mithra to receive the consecrated bread and cup of

water^ in imitation of the followers of Christ. St. Augustine sim-

ilarly saw the subtlety of Satan's power of imitation in the parallel

between the observances of Christians and pagans. Even Cortes,

the famous Spanish explorer, who conquered Mexico in the six-

teenth centur\-. complained that Lucifer had positively taught the

ALexicans the same things which the Lord had taught the Christians.

Thus the similarities in creed and cult between Christianism and

paganism were interjireted by the Church as infernal counterfeits

of eternal \eritics.

The earl}- Christians further believed that Lucifer, in his efforts

to cop\- the Lord, actually ]:)ronounced oracles and worked miracles

among the pagans, but that when Cod brought his miraculous dis-

pla\ s of power to an end. the Devil was no longer permitted to per-

form prodigies among the pagans, either. The Church did not

doubt the su])ernatural power of the idols but ascribed its source to

the Devil's aim to counterfeit the Deity with a view of confounding

the Christians. "Lut the fundamental cause { coisuuimativa) [of

idolatr\-|," ahirms St. Thomas Aquinas in his work, Snmma fhco-

Uui'ica ( 11. ii. 94), "must be sought in the devils, who caused men
to adore them under the form of idols, working in them certain

things which excited their wonder and admiration." E\en Edmund
Spenser, writing in the sixteenth century, described the Devil as

dwelling beneath the altar of an idol in a heathen temi)]e and, in

its name, uttering oracles and jjerforming miracles.

In every other respect, Lucifer was represented by the fathers

and doctors of the Church as a replica of the Lord, as the unhoK
counterfeiter of all things divine, playing in the world the part of

"God's ajie." The triceptic form, which the Devil inherited from
the pagan gods of the underworld, was interpreted by the Church
as his parody of the tripersonality of the Godhead. Lucifer, in imi-

tation of the Lord, wears a long beard in the iconography of the

Eastern Church. The Devil's diadem is the counterpart of the

Creator's crown. As Jehovah has "principality, and power, and
might and dominion" (Eph. i. 21 ), Satan is the posses.sor of "prin-

^ Water was used instead of wine by certain early Christian sects.
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cipalities and powers" (ibid., vi. 12). If God is the father of truth,

the Devil is the father of lies (John viii. 44). The sons of Behal

(Jdg. XX. 13; cf. John viii. 44) parallel the children of God (John

viii. 42; 1 John iii. 10).

If Spirit emanated from God, ^Matter was formed by the Fiend.

It was a Gnostic notion to regard the whole world of objective ex-

istence as the work of the Devil. The Church adopted this view

and considered all nature as the incarnation of the Evil Spirit. In

fact, the Devil was looked upon down to the sixteenth century as in

some sort the creator and controller of the physical order of things.

The world, the flesh and the Devil are joined together in the formula

of Christian baptism. Although the Catholic catechism does not

contain this belief, it formed the principal doctrine of man\' hetere-

dox sects. The Priscillianists, an ascetic and Cinostic sect of the

fifth century, had for their central belief that the world was created

by the Devil. They abstained as much as they could from all con-

tact with the material world and rejected many foods as coming

from the Devil.

-

If God created man, Satan created woman.-' The Manichreans

held the belief that woman was fashioned by the Devil, and that

the forbidden fruit with which the Serpent tempted Adam was
woman herself.^ When Adam was created (so runs the teaching

of Mani), the Devil, wishing to show that he could equal and per-

haps even surpass the Deity in creative power, fashioned Eve, who,

in contrast to Adam, was wholly sensual, and thus soon caused

Adam to sin through carnal lust. According to another Gnostic

belief, Adam was likewise the handiwork of the Evil One, who
fashioned him as well as Eve out of dust. Adam, however, had a

spark of light in him, inasmuch as Satan, in previous struggles with

the good angels, had obtained from them some elements of light

- Gcethe and Hebbel shared this belief in the Devil as the creator of the
world; consuh the present writer's essay: "Des Teufels Schopferrolle bei
GcEthe und Hebbel" in Ncophilologus, vol. VI (1918-19). pp. 319-22. Anatole
France, in his work, la Rotisscric dc la Rcinc Pedauquc (1893), also expresses
the belief that a demon has created the world.

^ The Devil is at least the dispenser of charms to women. The famous
courtesan of Alexandria maintains that if she is so beautiful it is because the
Devil adorned her with all her attractions (Anatole France: Thais, 1890).

•* The apple-story in Genesis is thus interpreted as an allegory. "Love,"
says Henry O'Brien in his book, The Round Tozccrs of Ireland (1834), "how-
ever disguised, and how could it be more beautifully than by the scriptural
penman—love, in its literal and all-absorbing seductiveness, was the simple
and fascinating aberration couched under the figure of the forbidden fruit."
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and passed them on into Adam's nature. Eve, on the other hand,

was \vholl\- sensual and consequently could not fail soon to bring

about Adam's fall.

If the Lord created the human soul, Lucifer, accorchng- to the

belief of the Albigenses, fashioned the human body as a prison for

the celestial soul. Even if the upper parts of the body were created

bv (lod, its inferior parts, according to the belief of other heretical

sects, were made by the Devil. The Paternians, who held this

belief and who wished to render to both their creators what was

theirs, indulged to their hearts' content in eating and drinking and

debauching themselves.

If God is the creator of beaut}-, ugliness is. according to the

I-'rench novelist joris-Karl Hu_\-smans, the Devil's handiwork ( /i\s-

Foulcs dc Lourdcs, 1906).

As heaven is the habitation of the ]\Iost High, hell is the dwell-

ing of the l)e\il. The Christian hell of pitch and brimstone is the

counterpart of the Mebrew heaven of gold and precious stones.

The scarlet gates of (iehenna form a striking contrast to the pearly

portals of paradise. The Devil, who has always wished to rival

the Deit_\-. has de\cloped his domain in all details after the pattern

of the celestial organization. Each infernal institution is copied

from a corresponding eternal establishment. The diabolical mon-

archy was founded in opposition to the celestial kingdom. The
hierarchy of hell was formed in imitation of the hierarchy of heaven.

The infernal council was instituted in imitation of the celestial

assembly described in the Old Testament ( 1 Kings xxii. 19; 2 Chr.

xviii. 18 ; Job i. 6, ii. 1 ).

The malignant spirits form a contrast to the benignant spirits.

The seven demons of royal rank match the seven archangels. Satan

hokUng the ke}s of hell is a pendant to St. Peter, the warden of the

celestial portals. The Eternity of Sorrows in hell, a creation of

Chateaubriand in his novel, les Martyrs (1809), is the infernal

counterpart to the Augustinian ccternitas felicitatis. Hornblas, the

demon, who, in the German medieval mysteries, blows the horn or

Tartarean trumpet to call together the demons of hell for a session

of ]:)arliament, is the diabolical counterpart of the Angel of the Last

Trumpet. The functions of the fiends in hell parallel the roles of the

bright spirits in heaven. As the latter specialize in virtues, the

former particularize in vices. As each angel is set over a good act,
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each demon is allotted an evil deed. As the angels sing hosannah

in the highest, the demons pour forth pa?ans of praise to the Prince

of the Pit. The choir of the angels in the medieval m_\steries has

for its comiterpart a choir of demons. The spirits of hell even

parody the prayers addressed to the Lord in heaven. According to

CcTsarius of Heisterbach, the Devil does not even refrain from re-

citing in a burlescjue fasliion the Paternoster and the Credo. In

imitation of the supernal spirits, the infernal hosts sing the Silete

in the French medieval mysteries. I'.eelzebub, as chaplain to \'enus.

the goddess of voluptuousness, in Gil \'icente's pla\ , TriuiiipJio do

inverno (1530), offers a parody of the breviary hymns for the

amusement of the pious Portuguese spectators.

As the Lord works for the extension of his kingdom on earth.

Lucifer also endeavors to extend his power on this planet. .\s the

Almighty sends his angels down in order that^ his will be done on

earth as it is in heaven, the Adversary- dispatches his demons to

effect his will among the children of man. The intervention of the

demons in human aff'airs parallels that of the angels. Inasmuch as

the spirits of darkness are incessantly plotting the ruin of men,

the spirits of light are continually intent upon saving them. .\s

the angels of heaven must answer to the formulas of invocation

pronounced b\' those who have made a sacramental compact with

their chief, the infernal agents can be summoned by those who have

shared a sacrament with Satan. If the messengers from heaven

are the guards and sentries of men, the agents of hell act as their

tempters and tormentors. If the good spirit whispers good counsel

into man's right ear, the evil demon whispers evil counsel into the

left.

As the Lord has his elect, so Lucifer has his chosen. "The Devil

has his elect" as well as the Deity, the devout George Herbert assures

us. As the Creator closes a covenant with his faithful, his cop\ist

enters into a pact with his adherents. If the bond with the Eterna'

is concluded with water, the pact with the Infernal is signed with

blood. Satan as well as the Saviour demands from his subjects an

act of deep devotion and a declaration of loyalty. "Dcriiio)ies dk-iiiis

Iwnoribus gaudent," says St. Augustine (De Civitate Del, x ). If the

Deity spreads grace on his people, the Devil distributes evil spells

among his devotees. If the men of the Lord do good and practice

charity, the followers of the Fiend do evil and spread hatred. As
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the Deity distributes crowns of gold to his elect (Rev. ii. 10; cf.

I'et. V. 4), the Devil in the medieval mysteries rewards his deserving

demons with crowns composed, however, of far ignobler substances.

The synagogue of Satan (Rev. ii. 9) is the counterpart of the

Church of God.'' Xo sooner is a temple erected to the Deity than

the Devil builds a chapel near b\-. There is a Spanish proverb to

the effect that "Where God has his church, Satan will have his

chape!."' The Spaniards also say, "Detras de la cruz esta el diablo""

(Behind the Cross is the Devil). In the words of Daniel Defoe:

"Wherever man erects a house of prayer, the Devil always builds

a chapel."

Sweden, and the North in general, fairly swarm with the s\na-

gogues of Satan. Tt is believed that the Devil has a church in the

village of Elfdale, situated in Sweden. The "cursed tower" of

\'\gla in Iceland, mentioned in \'ictor Hugo's juvenile no\el, tUni

d'lslandc ( 1823 ), was beliex'ed to be "the orator_\- of the Devil."

The adoration of the Devil is the ob\-erse of the worship of the

Deit\-. The rites of hell, mentioned in Mctor Hugo's novel, just

cited, correspond to the sacraments of heaven." The ceremonies of

the devil-worshippers were considered as blasphemous travesties of

the blessed sacraments of the Church of God. Satan as well as

Jeho\ah has his ministers (2 Cor. xi. 15), who perform his sacra-

ments. The inagica diaholica or tnaijica nigra is in contrast to the

luagica alba. Sacred da}-s, as is well known, are printed in the

Catholic calendar with red letters, and the Devil also employs them

in the books of black magic. The "Devil's mark," found on the

wdzards and witches, is the counterpart of the Lord's baptism. Ter-

tullian has already said that the Devil, as the ape of the Deit\-, prac-

tises baptism on his subjects. The "Flying Ointment," with which

the witches rub themselves in preparation for their mid-air flights

to the Sabbath, is an obverse of the seventh Christian sacrament.

The stick, which serves them as a steed, is, according to Arias Mon-
'> The noted German-Polish novehst Stanislaw Przybyszewski, author of

Homo Sapiens (1895-98), has written a novel in German under the title Die
Synagogue Safaiis (1897). Adolf Paul has composed a comedy entitled Die
Tcuftlskirche (Berlin, 1915). The novel. The Devil's Chapel, has Miss Sophie
Cole for its author.

*5 A description of the ritual at the infernal court was given by Hroswitha,
a nun of Gandersheim in Germany, who lived in the tenth centurv.
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tano, the diabolical counterpart to the rod of Closes and the budding

rod of Aaron ( Xumb. xvii. 2). The Black :\Iass is "a blasphemous

parodv of the Blessed Alass." The Devil assists with the Black

Mass, just as the Lord is present at the Holy Eucharist. As candles

burn before the altar of God, lights are carried in front of the Devil,

as he performs the rites of the Witches' Sabbath. The table and

cup used in the sacrament of Satan (1 Cor. x. 21) correspond to

those employed in the sacrament of the Saviour. A Basque legend

tells us that the Devil makes his chalice out of the parings of finger-

nails trimmed on Sundays. Another instance of the mimicry of the

sanctities of the Church by "God's Ape" is the belief that the Devil

exacts from the witches a kiss on an ignominious part of his body in

imitation of the kiss of charity with which the early Christians

greeted each other ( 1 Pet. v. 14).

Man can be as devout with respect to the Devil as in the worship

of the Deity, sa}S \'ictor Hugo in Actcs et Paroles: "Depuis

I'exil" (II. xvi). 'Tn more ways than one," says St. Augustine,

"do men sacrifice to the rebellious spirits" as well as to the Heavenly

Powers. According to Biblical authority, man can drink of the

cup and be a partaker of the table of Lucifer as well as of the Lord

( 1 Cor. X. 21 ). Sinners can obtain indulgences from Satan as well

as from the Saviour. "There are some consciences so tender," says

\ ictor Hugo, "that they must seek indulgences even from Beelzebub.

They wish to be irreproachable even in the eyes of Satan. Sins

against the Devil exist in certain morbid imaginations" (Ics Traz'ail-

leitrs dc la nier, 1866). The sins against Satan, of which Victor

Hugo writes, parallel the crimes against the Creator. The doc-

trines of the devils ( 1 Tim. iv. 1) correspond to the precepts of the

priests.

As God is alwaws nigh unto them who call upon him, so Satan

always appears when summoned. "Lucifer," says Richardson in

Pamela (1740), "always is ready to promote his work and work-

men." The proverb says: "Call the Devil, and he will come or

send." The Devil as well as the Deity lends his ears to the prayers

addressed to him by man in need. What the Lord has refused

him, man seeks to obtain from Lucifer. He may even address him-

self directly to the Devil. Northern belief leans to the idea that

man has a better chance of getting a hearing in hell than in heaven.
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There is a significant saying among the Danish and Prussian peasants

to the eft'ect that you may obtain a favor by calHng on the Deity, but

that if }ou wish to be sure of getting what you want, you must deal

with the Devil An ancient tradition exists in Northern Europe

that the Antecessor, as the Devil is called in a certain Swedish

myth, is present to hold out promises where the Intercessor has

broken all that his sponsors had made for him when the i)opulace

accepted his baptism.'^

Satan as siniia Salz'atoris also has a mother. wh(D, as Queen of

Hell, is the exact cop_\- of the Queen of Heaven. This Mater tcne-

hranim—Our Lady of Darkness—is the counterpart of the Mater

dolorosa—Our Lad_\' of Sorrows. The infernal madonna appears

in the Juttaspiel, the most famous secular pla}' of medieval (Germany,

as Lilith. Adam's original paramour. This Mater malorum was the

first to claim that woman was essentially man's equal and left her

husband on account of his okl- fashioned ideas about the husband's

right to be head of the familw In the Alsfeld Passion IMay. dating

from the end of the fifteenth centurw this "diabo-lady" is called

Hollenkriicke ( hell's crutche> ) on account of a lameness, which

forces her to walk on crutches. In James Huneker's story, "The

A'ision Malefic" (1920), this- counterfeit madonna appears on a

Christmas Eve to the organist of a Roman Catholic church in New
York.

The idea of the Devil's grandmother, on the other hand, is whollv

foreign to Judeo-Christian tradition.^ It belongs to Germanic be-

lief. Satan's grandmother is none other than Grendel's granny

mentioned in Beowulf.^ The Christian Devil has simply usurped

the place of the Anglo-Saxon monster in his grandmother's affec-

tions as well as in the popular mind. The Devil's grandmother is

called Freya in Xorth German} , having been named after the Scan-

dinavian goddess. She has also been identified with Hecate, the

classical goddess of magic and witchcraft (Heine: 'Teh rief den

Teufel und er kam/' 1824).

" In Maurice Magre's recent novel, Lucifer, the Devil says : "I give what
I undertake to give. God promises much and gives nothing."

^Ci. Juilius Lippert: Christciitii-iii. Volksglaiilh- und J'olksl'raucli. Berlin,
1882. p. 561.

9 Cf . Jacob Grimm: Teutonic M\tholog\. Transl. from the German (4
vols., London, 1880-1888), p. 986.
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The Germans also knew of "the giant's old grandmother" and of

"the mother or grandmother of earth." The Romans similarl)- had

a mother or grandmother of ghosts. ^"^ The Devil's grandmother is

in reality a degraded form of the Germanic goddess of fertility and

domestic activity, whose symbols were the pitch-fork, the plough,

the broom and the spindle. ^^ This association accounts for the

prominent part these implements play in medieval demonology. The

witch, who was a degraded priestess of the ancient goddess of fer-

tility, used the broom as a mount when she rode through the air

to the \\'itches' Sabbath. The Devil himself is often represented

with a pitch-fork or a broom in his hands. The Devil's pitch-fork

is not the forked scepter of Pluto, to which a tine has later been

added, as is commonly assumed. It is the ancient symbol of fer-

tilit\', which is still employed as a fertility charm by the Hindus in

India and the Zuhi and Aztec Indians of North America and ]\lex-

ico. A related symbol is the trident of Poseidon or Xeptune. The

Devil often carried a besom on the medieval stage. This fact leads

Air. Chambers^- to identify the Devil in some English mystery-plays

with the chimney-sweep in others, especially since both are black-

faced. ^^

We do not know much about the Devil's grandfather, but in a

well known German fairy-tale he is called Old Xight, and Beelzebub

swears by his grandfather's horns in Gharles Deulin's story, "le

Grand choleur" (1874).

>i; >;: ^

The Devil, in imitation of the Deity, will toward the end of days

send his son to men. Antichrist as the foil of Christ (2 Thess.

ii. 3-10) will, according to Bellarmine, Suarez, Malvenda and tiitti

10 Cf. Sir James Frazer : The Golden Bough (Loudon. 1890-1915), VIII.
94. 96, 107.

11 Cf. Karl Pearson: The Chances of Death and Other Studies in E^'olu-
iion (2 vols., London, 1897), II, 28.

1^ E. K. Chambers : The Mediccval Stage (2 vols., Oxford, 1903), I, 214-5.

1"^ On the German legends of the Devil's grandmother, the reader is re-

ferred first of all to the two articles by Eduard Lehmann : "Fandens oldemov"
in Dania. Tidsskrift dansk sprog og litteraiur sanit folkonindcr, vol. VIII
(1901), pp. 179-94, and "Teufels Grossmutter" in the Archiv fiir Rcligions-
ivissenschaft, vol. VIII (1905), pp. 411-30. The following books and maga-
zine articles will be of further interest : Saintine : la Mythologic du Rhin et

les contes dc la Merc-Grand (1862); A. Gotze : "Des Teufels Grossmutter"
in the Zcitschrift fiir deutsche Wortforschitng, vol. VII (1905-6), pp. 28-35;

and Isabel C. Chamberlain : "The Devil's Grandmother" in the Journal of
Jmerican Folk-Lore, vol. XIII (1900), pp. 278-80.
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qiiantl, be born of a 15ab_\lonian virgin and the Devil, just as Christ

was born of a l^alestinian virgin and the Holy Ghost.

It is thus e\ident that the Devil has always been striving to equal

the Deity in each and every detail of character and conduct. The

designation of simia Dei given Diabolus by the Church fathers is

thus well deserved.^"'

1^ The idea of Satan as a parody of God will also be found in Mark
Twain's posthumous romance, TIic Mysterious Stranger. For further discus-

sion of the subject of Diabolus simia Del, Satan simia Sak'atoris, Lilith simia

Maricc and dcoiwiics simcc augclorum, the reader is referred to the present

writer's monograph, Dcr Tcitfal in den deutschcn gcistlichcn Spielcn des Mittel-

alfers und der Rcformationszcit (Gottingen, 1915), pp. 128fif.



BELIEF AND REASON : A STUDY IX THE NATURE OF
BELIEF AXD ITS PLACE IN RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE

nv JOHN W. WATERHOUSE

I

TO every man of thought there comes a time when he faces

the question, "what, rationally, am I to believe and what am I to

reject?" Feeling that in the past so much has been taken for

granted, he joins in sceptic mood with the cry of Pope, "what can

we reason but from what we know?"

It is perhaps in the works of Plato, "the first true theist and

systematic philosopher," that one may trace the beginnings of a

rational and logical attempt to distinguish "opinion" from "reasoned

knowledge." Although Plato adopted a theistic attitude, it was

scarcely religious, rather was it of a purely philosophical nature. In

other words his theism had no essential religious value in itself.

In fact, Plato was ofttimes at a loss to reconcile his beliefs with

his experience. It is a significant fact that, in many cases, not

finding sufficient rational proof for his belief, he narrated a myth

claimed to be symbolic of the truth.

Yet recent thought demands truth that is something more than

merely symbolical. Many thinkers nowadays seek argument and

proof for their belief to which they can affix a Q. E. D. finding

like Plato did, there is much in religion that seemingly cannot be

proved by cold reasoning. Something more than a myth is re-

quired to explain such doctrines as, for example, the Trinity : there

is a perpetual cry for "commonsense" proof and so often it is not

found. In failing to reconcile vague religious ideas with what

seem the certainties of everyday life, the "man in the street" is led

to disparage religious belief in general.

Some even are convinced of the idea that their more religiously
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inclined fellows act against the dictates of intellect, and refvising

what their mind logical!}' implies, blindly follow ideas socially ac-

cepted. Though often derided, are the}' not regarded with an ele-

ment of env}' ? Surel}' this is because deep down in mortal hearts

there is a craving for something in which to place belief. Certain

sceptics may la}' claim to the fact that the}' rejoice in believing

nothing, }'ct how^ often is this due to their having in early days

put belief in something that has betrayed or failed them! How
ofen does it appear that the sweet milk of belief has been soured

b}' a stormy crossing over life's turbulent seas!

The majorit}' of modern psychologists would deny that belief is

an instinct, }et admit that in every man lies an inborn tendency

towards it. This is patent from infancy upwards : in fact "make-

believe" is surel}' one of childhood's most popular games. From
earliest da}'s there is a continual seeking for objects of belief.

Man, then, by nature is prone to accept belief blindh'. After-

wards, a little more seasoned by experience he sets out on the same

c[uest as Plato, to distinguish belief from "reasoned knowledge,"

and fails. Then the question comes as to how much he is to be-

lieve of what he cannot prove by experience or logical argument.

lUit one point will probably strike him before this. It is, wdiy

does belief seem to stand aloof from and irreconcilable with "ra-

tional knowledge?" An obvious answer suggests itself to this; the

realm of belief stands just halfwa}' between the domains of logic

and' psychology. Every belief has its logical and also its psycholog-

ical aspect. These two have to fit together in some way, for neither

logic or ps}'cholog}' have sheltered belief wholl}'. Thus belief, to

quote Dr. F. C. S. Schiller, has fallen a prey to theology and become

annexed purely to religious terminology instead of being used in a

better, broader sense.

The whole root of the C|itestion, however, lies in what is the

ultimate nature of "rational knowledge." To the plain man it would

stand merely on merit of its name, but epistemology sheds a dif-

ferent light on the general prospect. It denies the "rational knowl-

edge" our ancestors would have accepted that a flower is blue

because one sees it so, that a table exists because it is tangible.

What was proved for them is not necessarily proved today. A
great revolution of thought has come about and even the "rational"

proofs of logic and mathematics are not left unchallenged ; many
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are asking afresh whether there is such a thing as definite and

fixed knowledge at all

!

Thus we see that the distinction between knowing and believing

in a thing is not so very marked. This is largely because "rational

knowledge," such as we find in logic and mathematics is based upon

fixed postulates, in other words, on assumption, whence it proceeds

abstractedly from what is postulated.

This form of abstract reason sureh' is liable to arrive at ab-

surd and incredible results. To take a familiar case of schoolbo}'

days. If a man papers a room in one hour, sixty men will do so in

a minute. Unfortunately the defects of human nature and the

limited character of space render this impossible, yet it is mathe-

matically sound. It is claimed that two plus two can lead to one

result only, yet do, for example two caterpillars plus two systems

of tarifi: reform make four? Four what? Also what do two plus

two drops of water make?—one drop. If religion is abstract surely

science is too ! There w^ould seem, in fact, to be little certainty at

all. Certainty, then, is not absolute, it possesses various degrees

of probability. Three types of certainty may be roughly picked

out, they are not wholly distinct yet will serve for general, normal

purposes.

First, there is "commonsense" certainty, a very valuable (/aide

in life, yet nothing more. It is "commonsense" to suppose if winter

comes spring cannot be far behind. In other words, one relies on

what has happened before to take place again, following the out-

come of experience; a necessary step in a great deal that we do.

It is sometimes surprising to realize how much of life is carried on

under the assumption that as things have been, so they will be.

Were it not possible to assume this ofttimes one would indeed be

much at a loss ! Most branches of mathematical certainty would

probably fall under this heading; it is a "commonsense" truth that

two and two make four.

Next comes "intuitive" certainty, i.e. what is known zifitliiii to

be certain. r)ne may feel "intuitively" certain that one exists yet

if called upon absolutely to prove that existence, .some very formid-

able barriers would be found in the way, and it is improbable that

a final proof could be given that would satisfy modern philosophy.

Yet one feels "intuitively" certain of a conscience at work within

directing towards what is felt sure to be right, but which could
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hardlv be proved so. This is probably because "right" is not a

thing in itself, it is relative to what is accepted good. The human

conscience, though one of the greatest gifts bestowed upon man,

surelv is not a divine oracle; sometimes it is corrupted and gives

a perverted answer. Does not a conscience owe its growth to what

is customaril}' considered right and wrong in the social life of its

possessor? A South Sea islander would, it appears, feel little, if

any, pangs of conscience at eating his fellow—such has been the

custom of his fathers and his father's fathers. Yet a white man
might feel conscience-stricken at drowning a kitten ! Thus one is

led to assume that even the dictates of conscience are largely of a

social nature : the}' often direct aright yet deserve not to be called

b}' any means absolute. ,

The third certaint\' is "moral." One may feel cjuite certain,

for example, in allowing a close friend to manage one's money

matters. Yet this does not rise much beyond the level of "com-

monsense" and "intuitive" certainty.

To return to the original question :—how is belief reconcilable

with rational certainty ? The varying types of certainty have been

examined and found based on certain inabsolute yet accepted postu-

lates. In other words, the bases of belief and rationality have been

placed on a similar level. Does it not seem that it is impracticable

to draw a hard and fast line between belief and certainty, for cer-

tainty needs a basis of belief before it becomes such—the two are

part and parcel of one another? Such is the position so far as-

sumed.

In this light, therefore, surel}' religious belief has as much right

to demand postulates as has mathematics and "rational knowledge."

It remains to find the essential postulate of religion. It lies in a

world-wide phenomenon which may be found in the fact that every

form of worship postulates some sort of a sympathy between the

cosmic order and man's destiny. Should it be objected here that

certain oriental religions postulate the utter wretchedness and

generally abject nature of existence, it is an accepted belief that

some respite will be granted in the end ; the deity will be com-

passionate at some time and alleviate his distressed worshippers.

Although the Buddhist looks upon life as a state of misery one of

his most assured convictions is that of a Nirvana : there is an ulti-

mate element of sympathy between creator and created.
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Christianity, from a different viewpoint, regards that sympathy

to be of the present—God is forever compassionate. Dr. W. R.

Matthews, the Dean of King's College, says that the Christian faith

in the phrase "God so loved the world " speaks of God, the

world and the relation between them ; the quest of philosophy put

in a nutshell. Thus Christianity and Buddhism, the West and the

East, meet in agreement that the great postulate of religion is sym-

pathy. This element is found, too, even in the most savage and

primitive religions of the world that regard the deity as a hostile

being to be propitiated, it is the fact that attempts are made to pro-

pitiate him that shows there is an expectance of merc}'^ of ultimate

sympathy. Sympathy may not be characteristic. }'et it lies within

"The all powerful."

The Christian postulate of religion has just been mentioned:

Christianity by saying God is love gives the clearest form of this

universal belief. It is incredible that in his heart of hearts a man

can claim an absolute misfit between value and reality, to do this

would be to stultify the whole of human life and work: the amazing

creation is not a meaningless mockery. This is the essential belief

of religion that claims as much right to her postulates as science

has to her axioms ; and there is, incidentally, no insurmountable

barrier between the postulated and the axiomatic, indeed Dr. Schiller

supports this by claiming axioms are but successfully established

postulates.

Religious belief is but a portion of the whole field of belief,

and it is unfortunate that this latter should so frequentlx' have

attached a theological connotation. Familiar and recognized se-

quences in natural phenomena are known by reason of "common-

sense," but as soon as one passes beyond the evidence of the senses

the world of "hypothesis" is entered. Religious belief is thus

dubbed "hypothetical" yet surely it is not more so than other forms

of beUef.

Science, for example, thrives upon beliefs. Probability is "the

guide of life"; this is illustrated well by the continual biological

variations, by these the developments of nature have been made

possible. Natural organisms of the present times are the result of

countless years of development occasioned largely by gradual varia-

tion : the modern horse, for example, is known to be descended

from an animal some three feet high. The theories of Darwin,
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despite continual criticism, seem to remain for the most part un-

deniable ; more recent discovery strengthens rather than questions

their truth. Alan, whether or no he be stamped by God in His own

image, is the outcome of thousands of years of development. ]\len-

del, the secluded monk in his monastic garden, has brought the

world to see that variation is an essential factor in the course of

the existence of ever}- living organism.

Hypotheses, experiments and beliefs seem as essential to the

progress of nature as to religious thought, for nature puts things

forward "in trust" that they will adapt themselves to environment

and flourish. A creeper gradual!}' sends out its climbing tendrils to

explore the way, for example, up the side of a house entirely "on

trust" that the_\- will find root. To continue the parallel, religious

belief is in like manner ever climbing and clinging "in trust" to ( iod

to find a fixed resting place for the soul. Nature develops herself

by experiment and hypothesis, likewise does man in the course of

his religious development, in the process of coming into closer

knowledge or fellowship with God. It is not a matter of accepting

dogmas or fixed creeds, but a yearning of the soul towards the

truth : some indeed may claim to have attained that truth, yet even

after that there still remains a never ending state of experimentation

to perfection.

To sum up the position taken : Science has her axioms and

postulates, which though not absolute, are justly applicable. So has

religion, which claims as much a right to them as does science and

"rational knowledge." Religion demands some s}mpathy between

creator and created, whilst the fellowship between the two is a

gradual and experimental process of development according to

natural lines. The phenomena of the religious experience do har-

monize with other phenomena; so often they are regarded as being

entirely exceptional, not as reconcilable with the rest of human life.

Religion, says one -modern writer, can claim, in common with

the sciences, the right first to describe its own particular sets of

phenomena, secondly to set out what they implicate, and finall}' to

examine the validity of the postulates relied upon, for the nature of

belief as connected with the religious experience concurs with that

of other phenomena.
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II.

There are many who entirely disavow the accepted relig^ious

beliefs and, along with Herbert Spencer, sarcastically call religion

"a hypothesis supposed to render the universe comprehensible." As
has been said, it is not infrequently thought that the religiously-

minded are consciously and purposely blinding their eyes to fact in

their endeavor to find an unfindable why and wherefore for "the

way things act," to put it in the words of Byron, "sapping a solemn

creed with solemn sneer." A certain school of thought forbids the

looking upon religious belief as the normal and ver}- natural process

of deepening one's fellowship with, and knowledge of, the divine.

Rather does it "look for a sign," or something unnatural, for men
of today do not very greatly differ from their brethren of two thou-

sand years ago, whilst those who are still expectant one day of

entering a city of gold resounding with the music of harps would

seem to forget Him who said, "The Kingdom of Heaven is within

}0U."

Religious belief is essentially natural, can and should be gradu-

ally developed according to the believer's mind, is not separate from

the rest of human experience. In other words it should not be

isolated and kept in a realm apart, though Schleiermacher claims for

religion "an independent domain over and above metaphysics and

ethics." Whether it be an instinct or no, religious belief is natural

to man who feels his need for the divine in the same wav as for

the many other necessities of life. This is strengthened by the fact

that there is not a tribe in the world entirely void of some sort of

religious beliefs : they ma}' be there in a very crude form yet are

certainly present in some way. How it comes about is a subject of

much dispute : W'undt, for example, expresses the view that an

ideal existence is the original source of religious feeling, all ideas

are religious that refer to the ideal. Though this holds good in

much it can hardly be claimed conclusive for all. Hegel identified

religion with philosophy whilst David Hume discovers its origin

"not from a contemplation of the works of nature, but from a con-

cern with regard to the events of life and from the incessant hopes

and fears which actuate the human mind."

Differing as these theories may be there is underlying them a

gradual and natural realization of the divine. It is true that no

reference has so far been made to the religions that embody magic
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and the supernormal. \\ here religion begins and magic ends is

not a clear cut line, yet in this essay the viewpoint of Alartineau

has been adopted distinguishing religion as "the belief in an ever

living God, that is, a divine mind and will ruling the universe and

holding moral relation with mankind. It is the word "moral" that

is the great "differentia" of religion as we understand it, and dis-

tinguishes it from magic and witchcraft. ^Moreover, the aim of

religion is to deepen that moral relation, and this deepening is a

gradual, normal process.

Belief in God has not unsuitabl}- been likened to deep trust placed

in a friend. One may put utter trust in that friend on the very

tiirst day of acquaintance, and utter belief in God the first time He
is realized. \et iust as in friendship, the divine fellowship broadens

as the \ears roll b\-, growing more perfect and complete. True

religious belief, then, is a gradual, slow }et sure strengthening of

one's fellowshij) with (iod, its essence lies here rather than in

tenets and creeds, dogmas and fixed phrases, as sceptics are often

led to think. The Christian church, especially today is much mis-

understood with regard to its beliefs. Its object is not to la}' down
the law "you must believe this, you must do that"—rather does it

seek to lead men to a clearer knowledge of God through Jesus

Christ, or to quote its aim in the words of the title of a famous work

of theology, "Through Christ to God." Natural]}', the church ac-

cording to its varied branches and denominations has dift'erent ways

of expressing this belief. Sceptics are apt to lay hands on these

differing wa}s, find one or another of them irreconcilable with

their o\\ n \iewpoint, and reject the whole because of the part. Any
belief that savours of dogma is dropped upon and often a far more

dogmatical proclamation is made against the validity of an accepted

truth, for, as Dr. Schiller has remarked, all disbelief is reall}' be-

lief in something else.

^'et few would den}' that the really genuine sceptic ( there are

indeed ver}- few of them!) really plays quite a valuable ])art in

the i)rogress of religious belief. It is he who helps to keep alive

that necessary spirit of inquiry in'eventing the all too common
tendenc}' to take things for granted. There are doubtless still such

people as the now famous peasant, who, when questioned as to his

creed, replied, "I believe what the Holy Church believes." "But

wfiat does the Holv Church believe?" he was asked. "How am I
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to know?" said he, "but I expect the priest could tell you." One

cannot feel wholly devoid of sympathy for the man who is sceptical

of such things as this, and it can be well argued that nowadays

there can be found no sufficient reason why positive belief should

be considered meritorious simply because it is positive whilst dis-

belief is wicked merely because of its negativeness.

Those strongly convicted of their belief would sometimes damn

the "doubter" as lost, yet as one well known Oxford philosopher

writes, "to know when to doubt and when to believe, when to

deliberate and when to act, may make all the difference between

sanity and insanity, success and failure in life." It is in this realm

that truth is discovered and discriminated from error and from it

are fully tested truths brought into the field of belief whilst proven

errors are transported to that of disbelief. It is not always patent

that the way to truth is often found through mistakes, not through

"uncontradicted affirmatives." This was realized even by \er\

ancient philosophy ; the doctrine of Heraclitus was that truth owed

its source to conflict, whilst, as Pythagoras wrote, "Of everything

two views may be taken."

The main issue of this little essay is that true knowledge of

God is a natural experimental development, progressing much in

the same way as other form of knowledge or science. Yet many

have taken the view that religion is the very "last word" in finality

and absoluteness, and therefore, incidentally, unprogressive. This

is how religion and science are so often seemingly set in opposition

against one another. Science is restlessly progressive, shrinking

from the conception of any truth as unalterably absolute, there is

a constant process of revision and reconstruction of beliefs to keep

in touch with the changes of reality.

The truths of science and religion, however, though kindred

in many respects cannot be regarded in exactly the same light. We
may believe in a "tenet" of a science because it has been sufficient!)

proved, yet, as William James so aptly puts it, there is indeed a

right to adopt a believing attitude in religious matters in spite of

the fact that our merely logical intellect may not have been

"coerced." Now the necessary postulate in every form of study is

that reality is knowable and truth is attainable and real. Religious

belief regards God as the ground of reality and claims that that

reality can be known, whilst a reality that responds to the apjiroach
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of our reason may also respond to other human values: if it does

not there is no guarantee that our reason is not a mere will-o'-the-

wisp forever doomed to excavate errors and deem them to be

truths.

The stud}' of reHgion claims that God is knowable. Yet rehgious

belief should not be based solely on facts to the exclusion of all

unproved behefs. James fails to agree with Clifford when he over-

cautiously proclaims belief to be desecrated when given to unproved

and unquestioned statements "for the solace of the believer" who
protects the purity of his belief "with a very fanaticism of jealous

care."

A\'hether one adopts an empiricist or an absolutist view of

taking the truth is a minor point, ^^'hat is vitally essential is the

actual attainment thereof, and a far lesser point is whether we in-

fallibly recognize it when it is attained. One school of empiricist

philosophy sets out the duty of a thinker as to know the truth and

to a\oid error. Yet errors are surely not such terrible things after

all ! James pleads for a lightheartedness that will not grow heav\-

if a slip occurs, a willing spirit towards belief. To those who would

sa\- it is better to go devoid of belief rather than to believe a single

lie would reply that this merely shews "a preponderant private fear

of being a dupe." Generals do not advise their soldiers that it is

better to keep out of battle forever than to risk a single wound.

Xo, there is a call for action, for taking our life, our belief,

into our own hands. Belief is measured by action and the whole

defence of Christian faith revolves upon it; we must take a leap

no matter whether it even be into the dark. "W'e stand on a moun-
tain pass," Fitz James Stephen wrote, "in the midst of whirling

snow and blinding mist, through which we get glimpses now and

then of paths which may be deceptive. If we stand still we shall

be frozen to death. If we take the wrong road we shall be dashed

to pieces. \\'e do not certainly know whether there is any right

one. What must we do? "Be strong and of a good courage."

Act for the best, hope for the best and take what comes If

death ends all, we cannot meet death better."



SELF-GOVERNMENT IN RELIGION
BY M. E. ROBINSON

SO many lives of unselfish devotion have derived their force and

beauty from the traditional religions, especially, perhaps, the

Jewish and the Christian, that one hesitates to plead for a fresh

presentation of the old religious truths. These, however, can

hardly be accepted, in their present form, by many of the learners in

the self-governing schools, because they are often supported by

arguments which would convince only those who rely on authority

without observing and thinking for themselves.

For example. Dr. Gore defends divine "justice" wdiich used

"cruel and monstrous tyrannies" as instruments of chastisement

and then destroyed them for this compliance ; maintains that, in the

Scriptures, "unconstrained naturalness of narrative is more con-

vincing than scrupulous accuracy:" and states that, God, "perfect

in righteousness," made Himself known to man largely through the

"true" Hebrew prophets—true according to their own showing and

their contempt of their rivals—whose message consisted, the un-

learned reader finds, in angry self-assertions and particularized

threatenings of hideous devastations and massacres, with a general

command, here and there, to do justly and love mercy. These

writers were acutely conscious of God as a person, distinct from

themselves, issuing their denunciations, of the divinit}' of which

this conviction, for Dr. Gore, is evidence enough.

This great apologist confesses that his religious beliefs are native

predispositions, and that he allows science to modify them only uj)

to the point beyond which he feels that his innermost self would

be "quenched or blinded." He thus reveals the reason why re-

ligious and political thinking promotes enmities and favouritisms

—

why, for instance, the ruling classes in England do not regard the

Government as cruel and incompetent for letting the miners well-

nigh perish ; and why the late Mr. A. C. Benson, as a child, would
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pass a Xonconformist chapel with a thrill of horror. By the mis-

taking of principles and convictions for facts lamentable conse-

quences are, today, being wrought; e.g., the division of all the great

churches into quarreling sects, and the fighting of Jews against

Arabs in Palestine.

Such hatreds are due to deep impressions made in babyhood.

A very indulgent mother may turn a child into a Roman Catholic,

who needs protective influences, or, by reaction, into a blatant atheist

or Protestant, or a quietly independent Quaker; just as a stern

father whom he admires ma}' bring him up to be a power-loving

Lutheran, like the Germans who wanted to subject all the world to

their discipline.

All the religions, in fact, particularly those which claim divine

sanction for belief and conduct, have produced both weak and

strong, ugl}' and beautiful characters; and most of them, now, em-

body ideas of authority and obedience, punishment and reward,

which have long been abandoned in criminology and education.

Dr. Relton, representing the Anglican Church, threatens unbeliev-

ers with the loss of personal immortality, and, as if to give a psy-

chological appearance to this warning, suggests that their personal-

ities may be disintegrated after death, and the fragments cast on

"a spiritual dust-heap" and worked up into new souls.

Would not self-disciplined learners regard this doctrine as an

insult? Having been placed in circumstances that suit their char-

acter and abilities, but oiler difliculties enough to give them only

a hero's chance of reaching the appointed goal, they have won not

prizes, as the result of bribery or competition with others, but the

triumph of having arrived at a standard to which their own self-

respect has urged them. They do not what they are told by God,

king, parent or teacher, but the right they have themselves discov-

ered after making experiments and mistakes. Therefore the work

is stimulating sport, and the master a friend and referee, not an

angr}', commanding, punishing tyrant.

The child of the age will, in time, create a world

"Where the will rages not with fever to destroy

Differing wills, or warp another's life to its use.

But each lives in the light of its own joy."

Those who would assist him in this constructive work must

base their religion not on creeds and ceremonies, but on kindnesses.
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understandings and imaginations. Knowing that belief on demand

is impossible, they must leave the child free to form his beliefs

according to his own experience and poetic power. They must

therefore put splendid examples before him in the shape of great

works of art, and employ stories instead of sermons to drive morals

home. The story constitutes a valuable discipline, because it is a

challenge to the listener's own intelligence to side with the noble

and against the ignoble characters ; whereas the sermon carries with

it a criticism of him which, deep in his mind, often creates resent-

ment and rebellion. Moreover the preacher may, unwittingly, take

an unfair advantage of the congregation because his personality

hvpnotizes them and paralyzes their judgment. On the other hand,

the personality of the story-teller is lost in the story. For the

time being he is the story.

The religious helper of the modern child, adult and adolescent

must, further, bring out heroism and the power to take responsibility

and reject enervating doctrines—that, for example, disease can be

removed by pure thought or prayer ; that pardon cancels ill deeds

;

that Christ will come again to tell His people exactly what to do,

as their parents did when they were children, or as, in the war, the

commander did on the field and the doctor and nurses at the hos-

pital : or that sin is a debt which can be paid by the sacrifice of an

innocent saviour. The victim pays, and so does the offender, in

the long run, by the degradation of his character and the hatred

of others ; and nothing will remove the stain or right the vvrong

but rebuilding the character and confessing the sin to the sutTerer

and. as far as possible, making amends to him.

To make such reparation transgressors will sometimes need the

aid of a pastor who will interpret their relation to the injured ones.

He should be a specialist in the study of human nature and social

organization, and, like the psychologists at the clinics for child

guidance, ought to be so interested in and sympathetic for individu-

als, that he will make no trouble of studying their mental and physi-

cal make-up and all their history if he cannot, otherwise, help

them to understand themselves, their companions and their circum-

stances.

The need for personal guidance and enlightenment may be

gauged by the popularity of spiritualistic mediums, advice columns

in the newspapers, bureaus for would-be suicides, and similar work-
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ers and institutions. And indeed the duties of life are perplexing

and numerous enough to overburden even the strongest man or

woman acting alone. They consist in doing one's work well, ful-

filling one's famil}- obligations, and being just and generous to all

the world.

A\'e do not know who made the universe or gave us power to

explore it. We only know that it is magnificent beyond our loftiest

imaginations, a vast and beautiful inheritance that we can think of

and use, at once deeply humble and exultantly proud, only with

reverence, joy and gratitude. We are living in a world which is

at least fifty million years old and has illimitable resources. That

signs and wonders are necessary to declare the glory of the spirit

or spirits who wrought so stupendous a creation is a pitiful mis-

conception. Xever have these left themselves without witness ; and

so great and beneficent is their power that no man need fear to trust

himself to them, even in death, which, probably, is not a solution

of personal continuit}', but a fulfilment of our best selves.

It is true that we must bear the burdens and cure the diseases

of humanity unaided ; but it is onl}- by meeting these responsibili-

ties with courage and faith that we achieve what Professor Aber-

crombie calls "the first of all virtues, the virtue of personal existence

which is wrought in the white heat of man's essential vigor, that

\lgor by which he is himself against the world." For this crea-

tional work secondhand experience will not serve. Probably it is

the impulse to evade the difficulties of ''this present" which has

led so many people to borrow bizarre foreign religions, like the

English Buddhism and ^lazdaznanism of today, and the Judaism

which has made British folk sing ''Jerusalem my happy home"

without a sense of strangeness, or think of heaven as a glittering

city, not, according to their natural inclination, as a place of woods,

fields and gardens.^ On the authentic testimony of our own eyes

and ears, honestly accepted and checked by the testimonies of con-

temporaries, we shall see visions more splendid than documents

and excavations have revealed; and they will give rise to finer

benevolences. Have we not "a cloud of witnesses" of "the things

that are more excellent?" What scripture has equalled the majesty

of ^I. Adrien Le Corbeau's The Forest Giant, the simple kindness

of Mr. David Grayson's Adventures in Friendship, or the noble

catholicity of Mr. Ralph Hodgson's The Song of Honorf There

^See, Studies in Arcady, by Norman Gale.
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scores of painters, musicians and writers whose works, like these,

are so human that mortals deem them to be divine. They and

their work are imperfect, but such as they have they will give us

if we will only take.

The people at large need a ]a}men's religion which would make

svstematic use of the gifts of present-day artists; promote the

patience, charit\- and serenity which are waning with the decline

of Christian culture ; perpetuate the noble respect of Jesus for

suffering and failure ; maintain the joyful dependence on others

that is so much more gracious than the hard self-sufficiency of the

non-religious: and bring about the prayerful tranquillit\- in which,

mavbe. communion is established between human creatures and

higher, discarnate beings of many orders.

As it would never be an end, but always a means, the new church

-—or school of personality, or social art and science association

—

ought to have a minimum of organization; and it should provide

facilities for pursuits which, like those of the Boy Scouts, would

in themselves be a discipline, willingly undergone, for an ideal,

without external authority, and thus would help the members

toward self-realization.

The following scheme is presented in the hope that it will draw-

criticism and attract workers who will co-operate in realizing it.

SL^NDAY PROGRA.AOIE

The services, held on a Sunday afternoon or evening, would

consist in stories—mainly biographies, but also fairy and folk tales,

narratives belonging to world histor}-, nature stories, etc.—told by

a gifted and well-trained story-teller. There would also be read-

ings of poetry and essays, as often as possible by the authors them-

selves ; music of both the past and the present ; a familiar hymn or

two : and a few minutes of silence.

WEEKDAY PROGRAMME
The pastor would be versed in applied psychology, in order that,

as father—or mother—confessor, he—or she—could help enquir-

ers to make the best of themselves, and to overcome faults which

prevented them from being happy, successful and useful to others.

He ought, also, to give lessons on home life and hygiene to par-

ents, adolescents and betrothed men and women, and help children

to choose their vocation ; and he might lecture on demography, the
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mental causes of war. the origin of hatreds and similar themes.

There would be many activities which would enable the mem-

bers to act up. without self-consciousness or self-righteousness, to

the visions that were shown them on the Sundays. For instance,

there might be a gardening club ; a nursing sisterhood ; an ideal-

homes exhibition committee : a Bible-study group : a prayer circle,

a series of seances : a drama troupe ; a book-and-picture society

;

a choral association ; a musical apj^reciation compan}- : a literatvu'e

class, and so on.

As much as possible the leaders of the church associations

^vould use existing institutions rather than establish new ones. For

example, it is to be hoped that they would persuade the whole con-

gregation to join Peace and Health societies; and that the}- would

take advantage of the evening institutes in the neighborhood for

learning an\- sciences, arts and industries which they wished to

master in order to help themselves and the others.

The church would, indeed, be like a large family the members

of which were always promoting one another's prosperit}'—but not

at the expense of outsiders—and cultivating each other's person-

alit}-. Each would be expected to bring the characteristic gifts of

the rest into use. and not to demand self-sacritice of anyone.

The works of the church would, in fact, be neither "charities"

nor, for the most part, mere amusements like dancing and whist

drives : but well-conceived, educative enterprises of the nature,

to some extent, of social experiments. On the ]\Iontessori and Dal-

ton principle the}' \\ould be initiateci and maintained almost entirel}'

by the members, not by the organizer or the pastor : and would

show that good people need not be sentimental and merely harmless,

and are not necessaril}- inferior to the makers of evil conspiracies

in patience and endurance, energ}- and imagination, intelligence and

esprit dc corps.



LAO TSE AND LAOISM
BY H. G. CREEL

THE school of thought which is usually designated as "Phil-

osophic Taoism" is referred to in this study as Laoism, for

reasons stated in Chapter III. Of all the nuances of ancient

Chinese thought, it is the one best calculated to catch the attention

of the Occidental philosopher. A detailed study of this philosophy,

by itself, is fascinating. The present purpose is, however, to orient

it with regard to ancient Chinese thought as a whole.

From this point of view, Laoism is of the greatest interest. The

central thesis of this S}Stem-^'" is easily grasped. We have seen

that the position of Confucius was that the universe is naturally

good, but that for some reason it has been perverted from that state.

His technique for restoring the original perfection is to find the

rules by which men acted in the "Golden Age," and then to apply

them as closely as "common sense" and "humanity" would allow.

This certainly has a logical appeal ; Lao Tse used the same premise

to draw an equally logical, but very different, conclusion. If the

world has within itself this natural tendency to perfection, then

why tamper with it ? asked Lao Tse. Instead of trying to find a

set of rules to apply, should we not rather abstain from applying

any rules at all, and merely let the natural perfection assert itself?

Is not any attempt artificially to regulate the universe a movement

away from the better to the worse?

As expounded by their defenders, these philosophies are equally

logical. But men everywhere have seldom, if ever, espoused a

philosophy solely because of its appeal to reason. This is always

-57 From this point on the word "system" is much more properly to be used,

for the thinkers we now treat had to construct their ideas so as to withstand

the most constant criticism from every hand.
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a factor, but men's philosophies are primarily rational bases which

justif}- them in doing that which they wish to do; they are formulas

for solving practical situations (however impractical those situa-

tions may seem to us) and allowing action to proceed along a line

which promises satisfactions. Islam, Christian Protestantism, "ab-

solute idealism," "pragmatism." the belief in immortality, "neo-

humanism." and in fact, every religious and philosophical belief

has arisen because of a practical situation which demanded it or

something like it. This is by no means to say that all or any one

of them has been a mere "rationalization" in the derogatory sense

of the term; it is only to apply to the history of thought the modern

insight concerning the secondary and instrumental nature of in-

tellect. We may not, then, believe that Laoism came into existence

merely because it was "logical." \\'e must look for the situation

which brought this one, of many possible "logical" philosophies,

into existence.

\\'e shall consider briefly three theories of its origin, that of

W'ieger, that of AMlhelm, and one which has not. to my knowledge,

been previously advanced.

Wleger declares that Laoism shows an "indentite complete" with

the Indian philosoph\- of the Upaiiishads.-''^^ In China, Laoism, he

says, is an evident innovation. Further, he declares that Chinese

critics, beginning with the bibliographic index of the former Han
dynasty (202 B. C.—8 A. D.) are unanimous in declaring that

Laoism did not grow out of China's past, but was elaborated by the

custodians of national and foreign records. Wieger believes, then,

that Lao Tse, who was a keeper of the archives, got his philosophy

from a document which at least reflected Indian thought.

The position merits thorough stud}', and lacking this may not

be utterly rejected nor dogmatically accepted. But certain weak-

nesses are evident. In the first place, \\'ieger himself dates the

earliest Upanishads from the eighth and the seventh centuries

B. C, -''^ a scant one hundred fifty years before Lao Tse (570-490

B. C.) flourished in China. This must certainly have been a re-

markably rapid case of dift'usion. In the second place, scrutiny

of Fr. Wieger's own account of the Upanishads fails to show that

"complete identity" which he alleges. To be sure, there is some-

thing like that flying through the air which was one of the accom-

257a Wieger, Taoisuic p. 9.

258 Wieger, Boiiddhis>iic CIii>iois (hereafter cited as Bouddhisme) p. 40.
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plishments of the Taoist genii ;-"•" there is breath control ; there is

the concept of lirahman which shows some resemblances to one

aspect of the tao. But all of these may well be what Goldenweiser

calls "convergences," similarities traceable to like conditions of

origin rather than to diffusion. Further, certain cardinal principles

of Laoism, such as yin-yaug dualit}', are utterly foreign to the

Upanishads. But the chief reason for believing Laoism to be a

Chinese rather than a Hindu product is that it can be traced as

a natural development out of the Chinese past; Wieger's Chinese

testimon\' on this point, while important, can not be admitted to be

infallible.

Wilhelm agrees with the position that the fundamental postulate

of cosmic harmony as the normal state is common to Confucius

and to Lao Tse. He believes, however, that Lao Tse obtained the

idea from the Yi King, or Book of Cliauges,-''''^ and that it was he

who gave the idea t > Confucius.-'"*^

In the first place. Lao Tse must certainly have possessed un-

usuall}- keen powers of penetration to obtain his ideas from this

source. In the second place, if the reader is not by this time con-

vinced that the idea of the cosmic tao, the universal harmony, was

in existence long before Confucius, and had a prominent place in

Chinese tradition and in the documents of which the Shu and the

Shi were composed, then it is impossible to convince him here.

The explanation of Lao Tse to be put forward in this study lies

along very different lines. He was only one example of a type

of men who had appeared in China, from time to time, long before

his day. Education in China, from ancient times until very recently,

has meant, almost entirely, education for governmental offfce. The

ambition, even of peasant families, has been to produce a member

who would fill such a place. But offices were limited. The result

has been a great over-supply of men trained only to govern, able

to do little else, but "out of work."' Chinese literature is filled

with their laments. Their ranks were swelled with men discharged

because they had offended their superiors and others who had

resigned as a protest against the manner in which affairs were con-

ducted. This was occurring at least two centuries before Lao

259//M'rf., p. 42.

260 This, one of the classics, is usually interpreted as a book of divination,

but has also been explained in a bewildering variety of other ways. It is an

enigma. See Legge's preface, vol. XVI. Sacred Books of the East.

-""a Wilhelm, Lao-tse iind der Taoisiniis. p. 56.
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Tse.-"^ The only proper and dignified course for such a scholar

was to retire from the world, and to live a life bordering on that

of a recluse, if he did not, in fact (as man\- did), become a veritable

hermit.

Here we have all of the conditions for the rise of a new phil-

osophy. The old philosophy of Sinism depended on the exercise

of the technique of government, but that door was closed to these

men. Could the}- admit themselves of no value in the world? Cer-

tainl}- not, if they were men I They had to rationalize their posi-

tion. Several such rationalizations occur in the Classics. It is

related that after Confucius had resigned his position in Lu. while

he was travelling in search of another place, one of his disciples

accosted a man working in a field, asking directions. The old man
countered b_\- asking who he was. Then he said:

"Disorder, like a swelling flood, spreads over the whole empire,

and who is he that will change it for youf Than follow one who
merely withdraws from this one and that one, had aou not better

follow those who have withdrawn from the world altogether?"

With this he fell to covering up the seed. . .

-*'-

Here is an embr}-onic philosoph}' performing a function similar

to that of Lao Tse's s\stem. But the example cited, and the others

which occur in the Classics, are merely expressions of resignation,

which leave the individual, after all, admitting failure and impotence.

But it was the glor}' of Lao Tse to have the supreme intellectual

daring to turn this debit into an asset. He had the genius to declare

not only that inaction was the only proper course for the disap-

pointed man, but that it was the only proper course for every person

whatsoever—indeed, the recluse, apparently impotent, was actually

the most efifective man in the empire. Though seemingly obscure,

the man living in retirement was really the greatest and most im-

portant man in the world. It must certainly be admitted that he ac-

complished a magnificent stroke when he succeeded, not merely in

conceiving so novel an idea, but in actually causing it, eventually,

to be accepted by a ver}- considerable portion of the Chinese world.

Of course, the matter was not stated so plainly as it is here set

forth. It was developed, in true philosophical style, through a long

and most intricate train of hypotheses. But certain passages of the

Too Tc King reveal Lao Tse's purpose of self-justification to have

been central in his thinking. It will be recalled that he was keeper
261 Cf. Shi p. 324-25; p. 229. An. 18.5-6-7-8-9-10; 14.39.
262 ^„. 18,6,3.
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of the imperial archives. This was a position which gave him

Httle, if any, opportunity to have a hand in the control of afifairs.

He was, however, a man of the keenest intellect, deeply concerned,

as we know, with the evils of his day, and especially abhorrent of

the wars of extermination which were going on between the Chinese

themselves at the time. His impotence to alter' the situation must

have hurt him keenly. Finally, according to tradition. He decided

that the only thing for him to do was to leave the world altogether.

As he was on his way to retirement, he was asked to write down

his wisdom as a heritage to the world. He wrote the Tao Te King.

In this book he tells us that the Sages of old (of whom he con-

siders himself a modern representative) were subtle, abstruse, and

profound to a degree which language is powerless to describe.-^^

Those who follow the way which Lao Tse prescribes are always

successful, even if they seem otherwise.^*^^ To know oneself able

to accomplish anything, but to hold oneself down to an inferior

place, voluntarily to seem, indeed, the least important being in the

empire—this proves that one really preserves within himself the

primary virtue of the totality of the universe.^^^

Very few, Lao Tse declares, recognize his worth, and few un-

derstand him. Therein lies his glory. He is mistreated because he

is a sage, and misunderstood by the rabble who can not see through

his unpolished manner to the precious stones which fill his bosom.-''^

Other passages could be cited, but these will be sufficient evidence

for anyone familiar with the psychological concepts of the "de-

fense mechanism" and "compensation." Yet, while we may

be convinced that Lao Tse received the tirst impulse to his system

from such a source, that is no reason for undervaluing his phil-

osophy. This psychological motive does not negate the intellectual

brilliance with which he worked out his ideas, nor does it lessen

their importance in Chinese history. Lao Tse is supremely sig-

nificant for the reason that his thinking, in many ways antagonistic

to traditional thought, broke up the rigid hold of the old Sinism

on the intellectuals, and made possible a rethinking of problems

which had been considered settled for all time. This led directly to

many of the most important developments in Chinese thought.

263 Tao Te King (hereafter T.T.K.) 15. My treatment of this work is

based chiefly on Wieger's translation in his Taoismc.
264 Ibid. 23.

265/feid. 28.

2^^ Ibid. 70.
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Lao Tse's chief concept was that of the iao. a famihar word

which now has its meaning expanded somewhat. According to an-

cient Chinese ideas, all things were composed of yin and yaiuj.

When one pondered on the origin of things, what was more natural

than to postulate a single source from which these two came ? This

is what Lao Tse did.^*''^ He called this primeval existence "the tao."

From this single substance, all things emanated. Yet they are still

in contact with it, and, indeed, projections of it, like the tributaries

of a river.^^^ Within this emanation there are centers of particular

importance, such as certain powerful stars, mountains, etc. These

are to be considered good if they are in proper relation to the whole,

bad if out of harmony with it.-*"''^ This, it will be noted, differs

little in its fundamental thought patterns from that philosophy of

Sinism which we constructed without reference to Lao Tse.

But the concept of "the tao," as used by Lao Tse, has been

adjudged an innovation in Chinese thought, something that must

have come from the outside. We have seen that the idea of "the

tao" or "the tao of Heaven," as a cosmically sanctioned plan of

action, dates far back of Lao Tse. Further, there are places in the

Classics where this concept seems already to be treated as if it

were a substance.-^'^ But what was the Chinese idea of substance?

Have we not seen that the very "material" "five elements" were

more nearly localizations of action-patterns than anything which

the West would call "substance. "-^"^

Furthermore, the character hsiiuj, "element," means "to

walk, to move," and tao is literally a road or a path. In Watters'

Essa\s on the Chinese Laiu/uage, p. 155, he says, "In this

sense (meaning "a highway" ) tao is sometimes replaced by hs'uu/."

An archaic form of the character tao was composed of hsiiu/ and

another character (Cf. ibid, p. 153). Do not these ideas fit well

together? Was not Lao Tse following the main stream of Chinese

thought when he considered the tao to be the source from which

the yaug and the yin, the five hsing, and all other things had sprung?

It is probable that Lao Tse's profession as keeper of the archives

had a strong influence on his conception of the tao. He had charge

of the books of divination, and it was part of his duty to record

-67 Granet, Religion, p. 143.

268 T.T.K., 32.

269 Wieger, Taoisiiic, p. 10.

210 Shu, p. 261.

270a Cf. Men. 4 (2) ,25-26 ; Sliii pp. 70-71.
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natural and celestial phenomena of any unusual character. It has

been suggested by Prof. A. E. Haydon that this would inevitably

have caused the processes of the cosmos to assume, in his thinking,

an importance even greater than that which they possessed for every

Chinese thinker. For Confucius, the statesman, the tao was, of

course, primarily a political entity. For Lao Tse, the student of

natural phenomena and divination, it was in the very nature of the

case a cosmic concept.

This tao is described by a series of paradoxes. Doing nothing

it accomplishes everything ; without consciousness, it is the seat

of the highest intelligence; exercising no forethought whatsoever,

it governs all things. Much ingenuity has been, in my judgment,

misused by some Western scholars who try to read into Lao Tse's

words bits of abstruse profundity which never occurred to the Sage

himself. Much of the Tao Te King is so involved as to be scarcely

translatable. We need not judge a philosopher to be wise in direct

proportion to the degree in which he is impossible to understand.-'^^

The fact is that Lao Tse, in many places, deals with matter of which

he himself (as he admits) has no clear conception. -'^^ It is a weak-

ness, rather than a strength, in a philosophy, that its ultimate state-

ment is a paradox ; but the fatal fascination of the paradox for

man}- minds is well known.

The first object of Lao Tse, as has been said, was to win dis-

tinction for the man who had renounced the world. He was to con-

form himself entirely to the tao, imitating it in every way.-'^^ By

this action, he appropriated to himself the prestige, the greatness,

and the glory of the very source and being of the universe. Thus

to imitate the tao would have meant, according to Lao Tse's own

logic, to do nothing (wu wei 4ffi ^ )• ^^ut every man who

advocates a return to the natural demands for himself the right to

define the "state of nature." Lao Tse's program for "doing noth-

ing" is an exacting one. One must have few interests and few

desires ; he must shun luxury ; he must be guided by charity, sim-

plicitv, humility ; he must be equally benevolent to the good and to

the bad, and must trust the insincere as implicitly as he trusts those

who have proved faithful.-^^ One must wish for nothing, for then

271 Cf. Wilhelm, op. cit., p. 53.

272 T.T.K. 54.

273 T.T.K. 54.

^i-i'r.T.K. 19; 53; 67; 8; 49.
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he will not he disappointed ; he must strive for nothing, for then

all things will spontaneousl}' come to him.-'"' (I suggest in passing

that this idea, that self-abasement is the road to fame and neglect

of profit is the road to riches, may be traceable in part to what

Granet has indicated as the "potlatch" idea in China,-'''' and to that

idea if "reciprocity" as a cosmic and ethical necessity, which per-

vades old Simism 277

Lao Tse sets himself in absolute opposition to Confucius' recom-

mendation that the person seeking understanding should stud\-

;

study, he asserts, is worse than a waste of time, for it multiplies

harmful notions. The proper wa}- is to meditate on the tao.-''^ This

Laoist meditation may have been a genuine mystic trance, although

this has not been proved, and is certainl}- not clear on the basis of

the Tao Tc Kiiuj.

It is evident that the techniciues of Lao Tse and of Confucius

were ver}- different. The similarity of their basic metaphysic has

been obscured as a result of the opposition of their practical teach-

ings. The disciples of the two men were constantly at war, if onl\-

with words. Even in the Tao Tc King and in the Analects Ave find

barbed shafts which, though the\- did not name each other, Con-

fucius and Lao Tse certainly intended to exchange. Lao Tse de-

clares that virtue and righteousness, filial piety and paternal affection

(all dear to the heart of Confucius), were never heard of until

after the world had fallen into disorder; the way to regain that

natural harmon\- which is the only hope of the world is to dispense

with all of these artificial, and therefore vain, attempts to win

felicity.-^^ The Confucian politician, Lao Tse says, deems himself

the born master and the professional saviour of all things. -*^'^' Con-

fucius returns his fire no less shrewdlv.-^^

On the other hand, the similarity of the two philosophies stands

out in bold relief when we take up Lao Tse's technique for political

control. To be sure, his dictum to "empty the minds and fill the

stomachs, enfeeble the initiative and strengthen the backs" of men,

275r.T.A". 7: 9; 13; 15.

-76 Granet. Dmiscs. p. 135, pp. 583-85.

-T^ An. 15,23; Li Ki (in S.B.E.) p. 65.

-78 T.T.K. 48; 1.

^70 Ibid. 18 ; 19.

280 /^frf. 27.

281 .-i,,. 9,26; 14,46; 15,30; 17,1,2; 17.22; 17,8,3. Cf. also The Doctrine of
the Mean. 11,1; 13,1.
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and to keep the people in "ignorance and apathy"-^- conflicts with

Confucius. In similar opposition stands his statement that the

(Laoist) sage is not beneficent to the people whom he governs, but

treats them as mere pawns, since the sage must imitate destiny,

and destiny shows not the slightest regard for human concerns.-^^

This last is a heroic bit of philosophizing which seems to have been

thrown in "for good measure," since it stands in direct contradic-

tion to other portions of the document."^'*

Lao Tse gives several formulas for government in various chap-

ters. Let us start with those which seem least like that of Con-

fucius. We are told that the empire is an extremely delicate mech-

anism, with which one has no business to meddle. The emperor

and his ministers and assistants in the government were not put

in their places to interfere; their duty is to meditate on the tao.^^^

The Laoist sage must occupy no position in the government save

that of chief of all the officers, exercising a general supervision

over them all but not bothering about any details.-'**'^ This supports

my hypothesis that Lao Tse's aim was rather to exalt the members

of a very small group, than to save men in general, since the num-

ber who could occupy such a position was strictly limited. In his

position as chief of the officers, the sage is to allow all beings to

function according to their nature, without restraint, except that

he is to repress such harmful excesses as power, wealth, and am-

bition !2S7

But the rcdiictio ad ahsurdum comes when Lao Tse tells us, in

Chapter 80, what he would do "if he were king." He would be

very careful indeed to keep capable men out of office (since they

would try to use their intelligence, and spoil things). He would

prevent his subjects from travelling, and make them so afraid of

accidents and death that they would not dare set foot on a boat,

nor even mount a carriage. He would forbid all use of arms.

He would force them to give up all learning, to forget how to

write, and to return to the ancient system of knotting cords for

what few records they wished to keep. He would sever all com-

munications, so that while his people could hear the crowing of the

282 T.T.K. 3; 65.

2S3/t/rf. 5.

284 itid. 8 ; 49 ; 60 ; 67.

285 ltid_ 29 ; 2 ; 62.

286 /^,jj. 28.

287 /tfJ. 29.
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cocks and the barking of the dogs of neighboring villages, they

^\ould die without knowing anything more about them. Thus he

would make them healthy, agreeable, and peaceful. The chief dif-

ference between the avowed regulation of Confucius, and the policy

of allowing utter freedom which Lao Tse preached, is that the lat-

ter eventuates in a much more rigid despotism. The practical

meaning of Lao Tse's commandment to "do nothing" (contrary to

nature) is identical with that of Confucius' maxim "Follow the tao

of Heaven."

It is fruitless to attempt to account for Chapter 80 of the Tao

Tc King, just outlined, as the outcome of any system of metaphysics.

It is the result, rather, of the complete disgust with the civilization

of his da}', and the great abhorrence of war and bloodshed, which

Lao Tse had come to acquire. Similarly, it was not his metaphvsics

primarily, but his fear of death and his desire to live, which account

for the techniques for great prolongation of life which we find

elaborated even in Lao Tse's own writing. This is the background

of the Laoist Iisicii
(
geni or "immortal") concept, and the Laoist

alcheni}- which were elaborated in great detail in later books, and

soon came to occu])y the center of the stage in connection with the

Laoist doctrines. l'>ut these things are peripheral to Sinism, and

we must come back to the main line.

As a final statement, let it be said that the difl:'erence between

Confucius and Lao Tse was not chiefly one of world-view, nor

even, if we look closely, of technique ;-^^ the difference was, rather,

that Confucius was. first of all, a practical statesman seeking to save

the world, while Lao Tse was a disheartened philosopher, despair-

ing of the world and fleeing from it, yet driven by the imperative

necessity of vindicating the worth of his own personalitv ; in the

process of rehabilitating the latter, he achieved a technique for over-

coming his despair of the world.

Yang Chu was a personal disciple of Lao Tse. Wilhelm-*^-*

opines that he did not understand the Sage very well. On the con-

trary, I think he understood the logical outcome of Lao Tse's posi-

tion better than did Lao Tse himself. If the universe was a mechan-
ism so ordered as best to run itself without interference, then why
bother with it in any way ? And if the thing to do was to be natural,

then wh}' not satisfy one's desires, and live as happily as possible,

-^88 Compare T.T.K. 17; Au. 13.6; Men. 7(1), 3.

2S9 Op. cit., p. 103.
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without regret? Yang Chu is usually described as a fatalist, an

•'Epicurean," and an egoist.-''*' He has been represented more

harshly than justly by some writers to whom these points of view

are scandalous.

The life of Chuang Tse, the most famous of Lao Tse's suc-

cessors as champion of Laoism, is little known, probably because of

his deliberate and successful attempt to live iii that obscurity which

the Master had preached. An amusing story is related concerning

the reply which he gave to emissaries sent to ask him to become a

minister at the court of the king of Ch'ou. They found him fishing,

and when they had delivered their message, he replied, without

turning his head: "I have heard that there is, at your court, a

tortoise, sacrificed three thousand years ago, and used for divination.

Do you think that tortoise would prefer to be at the court, or to be

here, wagging his tail in the mud?" The emissaries said that, of

course, he would prefer to be waggling his tail in the mud. "So

would I," replied Chuang Tse.-^^

Himself apparently a younger contemporary of Alencius, Chuang

Tse devoted himself to the task of expanding and systematising'

the philosophy of the Tao Tc King, and to refuting the teachings

of the members of the Confucian school. He did this with great

keenness, and a W'Calth of clever anecdote. He expressed the great-

est admiration for Confucius himself, whom he held to have been

converted to Laoism in his sixtieth year. This story seems highly

dubious, but it was a master stroke on Chuang Tse's part, whether

or not he executed it with conscious guile. Chuang Tse is credited

with having performed for Laoism the same service of wide dis-

semination which Mencius did for the teachings of Confucius.

Lieh Tse is the name given to a book of Laoist writings, of im-

portance and size second only to that bearing the name of Chuang
Tse. Lieh Tse has also been considered to be the name of an earl\-

Laoist, whom Wieger believes was born in the latter half of the

fifth century B. C. The existence of such a figure is in verv great

doubt, however, and a prevalent opinion is that the name was used

to cover a compilation of Laoist waitings of various dates, some

of them early. Wilhelm says that the redaction of the book can

not be placed earlier than the fourth century A.D.-^- It will be

290 The sources for Yang Chu are Lieh Tse. chaps. 6-7 (see Wiener's
Taoismc. v. II), and Men. 3 (2),9; 7(1),26; 7 (2),26.

-^'^ Chitmig Tse, Chap. 17 (see Wieger, Taoismc, v. II, p. 347).
292 Wilhelm, op. cit., pp. 102-3.
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noted that Buddhism had been in China, at that time, for more than

two centuries. Wilhehn says :

Charakteristisch ist. dass in Form von (ileichnissen manche
Geschichten erzahlt werden, die z.T. ins W'underbare spielen

und die Kraft einer auf \'ereinheithchung gerichteten Yoga-
praxis zeigen sollen.-^^

A\'e are now in position to return to the consideration of W'ieger's

contention that Laoism must have resuhed from a knowledge by

Lao Tse of the philosophy of the Indian Upaiiishads. But in his

reconstruction of earl}' Laoism, ^^'ieger has used both LieJi Tsc and

Chuang Tsc along with, and on the same basis as the writings of

Lao Tse. On this basis, he makes a picture which does, indeed,

show great similarities to Lidia. I am willing to admit that some

Indian influences iiiic/Jif have reached Chuang Tse, and, on ^\"ilhe]m's

dating of Licli Tse. it is certain that that book must have been in-

fluenced b\- Indian thought, and especially Buddhism. But the

problem of Laoism is fundamental!}- a problem of origin, and must

be solved on the basis of Lao Tse. He does not show anv clear

signs of Indian influence; his thought is a logical development of

old Sinism. Laoism must, therefore, be considered a development,

chiefly and probabl}- entirel};, of indigenous Chinese thought.

-^5 Ibid. p. 103.



FAITH
BY CHARLES S. REID

It is m_\- faith that Hfe is love,

That skies are bkie, and stars are bright

In gallaxies of gold above

The fruitful earth at restful night.

It is my faith that man is born

Of woman's love and treasured pain.

That nature holds in lawful scorn

Presumed infraction of her reign.

It is my faith, Infinity

Its secret old must hold untaught,

That star dust's sacred mystery

Lies fathomless to human thought.

'Tis faith I have that senses five

Must keep for man in willing thrall

Life's joys in which love's units thrive—
And faith that God enlivens all.

—Charles Sloan Reid.
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